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Introduit 1 _.vg 

Almost all materiell s are './o îk^r.ed  ot' ^.Uen awa;y  b.v  o;-.:p<. . ure 

to air or water    bui  not al.'l  of  ù-LOO coirle.    :,...o«ì  that 

ha* not decayed  rio:;* í'unr.a';   ;.;t:xac*t  ¡y--*-  i;:-:ir. been ver ore ned 

b,<7  exposal''-   fco  th'> weetlvvr,   r;;:,s weoth'•:•<=?t.     :-kit. ali   -.o:¡d 

.'omatimet; ;rtc:-.o.nrv  or cororoto  corroes.    Tojot.mf;; is  the 

cowl:)one£?t  sort  of corroGicn L;,I     ä. olie.j  only to  iron 

ar.<».  steel* 

Corroi'i'in on^inG-vr! ;•:;•• oor::.'r with the birth oi' the 

food-or;in.,.v.T industry  in the  fu+cly '¡HO;:;-..     La tor,   ir. 'Ì825» 

a Jiriüii-.f-.   ¡..ciar expedition \:us  supplied with canned foods. 

The ship war   lonu  but   oon.o  oi   v,he  ;:•-.;• io  v».rc   r>av."d   ar/~   uhei" 

c or/ten í,.c;  eo^n LQi'vly a o^nàr^o     ;; fo-nir.   l-.-'/^r by a few 

uüventux-ouü people    who  buffered  ao h•:?•:.,.  ?<-^d  csn;; in   ;.:ie 

19th century    wore nir^piv ;   biTinod   n*"*..:-''   ':;t?uotuoer  to bo 

opened with a h-iinrper .•••noi chi;~'\i  o'"]   ovaik: •". t:l.y O.LSO :•  vio.:. 

They  aro  now ¡.'.adii  or  ."tec'.!,   on J;.-   or.ft   : v;o-h-".i-.'.ir-',dtS:   of au   liich 

(O.OCy  inoh  •:>v    o.1;:' mm)  thick,   ccv/ee ac wi ;  :  a protective 

coor-i.-^* of  i\n thot m:.    bo on ..7 0110 or üWO h^ndrod-vheu-nandths 

of an ine!;  (U.oeO ti   to O.CCü G¿  inch  or ü.oüCO:  to ü.uoü? mm) 

ir  thicki^s?.   The  tiaain;-; aia.y bo  thicker  t.ar<¿  i;s un]:i'¡'.«ly to 

be oore  tnar;  one ton-vhoimandth  of f-ra .ir^r.  ^.¡.(-oc1  inc.;  or 



—   i¡    m 

To the scientist  there are two types of corrooion, 

"dry" corrosi on,  u;s direct oxiâyfcion of a ^et*. like 

iron or coppe.:- ^:.r-\ ¡..>..tei U :?;.j-,r l-urni;-^),   ana     "wet' 

corrosion,   of whi.oh  r-,rtinf iß  crie   type   --Oí,     though 

tíiC  r-MStii^-; <r.el&l   ...   never in  conU.ct  v;:v:i \,vt<?.v. 

Thic paper vili citai m«inl;, v-ith   wri   corro, i..-/.. because it 

concino  eil maintenance  •• nçinecrs. 

¡••cifjturt- i;:  vresent an  vary inf. amounts :.;•  sul 

air.  '.;nön   oho   ris;, i-iiu: ni cunt  ic ;.'0£fjr»t,   iii rni.TV' 

wo?vtb   ,-,   tro  *ir is  sav...;;., :<rd or sf.  'lev   r •.?-.-  cent 

relative humid.it-,   V; ri:- bahur* .^cer;  t/.v:  d/;yt:u;e 

relative humility  U, «awry s ver-  io*/,   prot^b":  well 

below    >:  r-cr c-nt.     ?v.-  "¿r/iu—te-:;"   velu,  \ncreascg 

v/i'ji, tempere ^..ji-s;     Loi   --ir ce:  î.;r,,   nor o ¡r. air cur« then 

co' '<      *' " 

ßu-t'.ng ir -ci: aopreci-cì.j -..-hsr -„he humidity 

tr. the air u 'IQ,-:-?.. tir;;;;; v\? oov ?.w oC TU« auturac-cl 

•8lue  fcr tiist  tempe^tui-"*,   iv-t   is  it rel\:ive humidities 

bcjow <.'.;"   ut:r cent.  'vh< r .'ite-ij  ruet*  i;¿ air. w&ter 

..t'L von ard for;;; is  drav;n   ,:;u;.   •.*!'   Vv-   ai.:.-   : o re:!' :, 

rust  on the :Iì-til t-ui-r^co. 

iiusT.-ii-g,   .'ine e  it   can tai:-;  p "»..:••.•. ^   i ri dor..p e ir,   is 

probably r-^; -.onsiblo   l'or ;•••:•;r.i;   ¿r  c •.:••-; J.irsc     co3tr  of 

corroe ion.   I:' w?    ~ir-..'^   cur;:-lv¿..   uo  ti.v  worlds 

petrol eu:.        .;-d^ítrv  -.lone,  v.-?   sh-"!.!   Gee  tii.-.-;   trior:  is 

a ver:,  ií:ryc   a;nom:¡   of st,;;i  cxpoeoci to  ruling.   In '»967 

M»»*.   .   MU 

aibb^uii^uiriaa «•••••••••••Mill 



ßom« 400 üüC km of  oil   pipeline.:  and  n«fc:oly 

1 ici J lion  ki'i c.f m-.it irv?.l  pen nipt*.' ' •; .re-? wer-;.'   i.:. 

existence. 

The  world's ot*?e'j   industri.;;. •  :.¡oko  T  ' ar^e amount 

of s'r°et  ¡nei'. ; ,  '"uch oí'  i!   orotacted  n.j.oi.nr t  corrorinn 

by a cont ir>- ¿.-¿'  zinc  ••>? i;in.   iiv  c   • .sump••ion  t,n.na<r;e3 

Of calvari.:, L.^ó  "t:oíi  sheet and r ::   Hí¡.MÍ^":í  oi.ow   what 

corrodi.;;:'   v^ov'.-? J.ioji  ie  a ¡r.ost  ir.port-int  rnrt  of 

indu.-, ;. L-,y, 

lu  tr.e îTS  a at oui o t. ile   irdu^try,   C^..Gù:.IP",ìU:   of 

hot-dip çf.:lw,-.izo.i   steel ro,;e   ^roi  Jo;rc  -;; uOO ?ietri*: 

tone  in '¡-:'r>i: to 67o 000  ton;::  i:\ 1966,   abouv  ii:'\-oeuf old 

in ''l  y o tir:-.   Ir.    ':'6^  in tho !.;^   nlon- ,     '.,6 rn.: Ilion 

tons  oi"  ti.npjyto   'inc-nding terno  plaLie) : wo 

produced,   au well  03     +.7 million     toni?  o.?  ^lver.ized 

steel  3hfett,    World  out' ut  uü'   tr.o;:.-;   r,wo  cyo'.-.-    •:.';' 

anti-correoive shoot  is   ui'obnbLv   v. round    20 million 

metric  tone e'*'-' . 

No less  than :-'.iJ iior. tonn of T": stool 

a yeor       ore u. :d in ti-.e replacement of c -.rro-loâ 

partr  and p^ooiu-tr.  ir tho Uv'A. 

H 
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•2ìio overall co*t oí C^ORìO-M to th- L"V. alono,  according 

tt; t»jfi i!,r. ; irccu  cv ctnndordr,   < r, r:bout *".Vwa.< million 

» year.  ,,yfc   t,:.> a^ual   ^n.r.-   .v  er. . -cr:y on cohesion 

control in  ríV-v ..rtorr,  (^r,-;;,- vair.+,ij.-.-  •,•...:  -v.^.c .:.lônt 

Of fito.-.i  L.-.G  lion,   coo-...-  tiu-:     ^.  - or,    tli&ii ¿7.^.   ttitlion, 

iPit.ùT.    •>(--   ./-• .• rri-   io-   • nd  r;r:C  wc-id  a    a wh -le  nbout 

^••fC.-0 -illic:..    .be    riM;.v. ; r,      :. cc. • , :-.in-  cc-..r   -re 

cbout».;,  „er e,:,!,   ir   LU-  Sro.:s /u-.ci;-.; rü   ;TC^IM:  nf  t:(o~e 

countries.     .lv"'">  -•••-  t-1 ,.  .^v,-«f   >„.,,,.   <•. 

-'>•:•:  tn.>;v    •!.•:   ?t';<- '••;..•.•-{»•.   r>o-.; correrlo.:,   not u^iaiiv 

account;..     r.;.:7v;fc it  .ne t:i<.voïo>>e callee iiKUrect  losses, 

thiit :;.vy '•:ol.T   bo  rpnvier  the;    :, .-.•  direct coPtr.. 

:or ax,nìaS, uh, gbutt.r,.- ci, ,, of rr oil refine^ bocsuae 

"^e  tubc.3 fc:...vc  r: ,ro    ,.    , ,-r-m.^l,- r.rtA   met bo udenti? 

Pepl-.ür-.i.   :,i».y   .-act  aboi".*:  ,.,.. .    ;    ••  n0ur  or  r.bout  ;'f:i-  ÓOÜ 

por .-My iM-lofir.  produci   ,..     hn cet  ^  a Cnu'dcwa 

oufi.,?ed   D-.   a   ^orii...;- t:i .p  3t-f;:¡   •    -0,. tit,  r,..,,,   3c,r,,   of 

ro^-or. asr-  be  sn^lor,  at  le,,t i,  * dev*lo.v;d    country, 

tfh^-v  tau   nov.or  .t-U, : V;il ,  hr  intercun-cocci  v/iù):   other,-, 

out  tuo c;oe;,Lor vi'-   rtili   !1:»v(..  to  -a-  ^ou*; ¿1;V.<,Û per 

ci'C,   fo:-  tue-   :ui;rr ^  i,,;,-;   ->0K r, ,rhj :• .rj.-;,;     ¿enorîïinr: 

.^•vioi-r,.   ,b^   co.-.   -»£   tnv  re;..,.  *-v.r.  r^iiAce-  ,^y  ^U 

be o:a%     ¿:, !0. 

i ¿«¿art  s.v..-:  c1   J.":.i.iurvff   ::or:',.^.\, c, r. ctnifi?- .:; v,re reductions 

iu cííiciencr and locr- ..; oxrni:.-î;. ,-or o::, 1? ,ho cXoer.ing 

uf pire, with ru.<t or ochor corr.-r.ion products can increase 



the pipe» fricticn against uhich th ? ptucpo must work and 

will thus reduce the flow or valuable fluids. îhe piston 

rings and cylinder walla of internal combustion engines 

continually suri or correr-i on IVor burnt pasas durin./; 

working periods and from condensed corico.ivo vat r during 

idle periods, reeulfciuR in JOGC of ¿: oppression, hifrh oil 

and fuel consumption, and hlc-h trai \-;porx, costn. H sciali 

amount of coiper lost by COITOS i on of copper tubing to 

a fluids circuit nav swiously domale a oaken of soap 

worth Hundreds of dollars, iipework and containers in 

dairies arel otaer food-nrocessiru* industrio^ have to be 

made of costly .••tainlcas steel because the acid3 in milk 

and other foods would dkna*.;«: ordina---/.- cto.-l, quite apart 

froi¿: the possible toxic effects of .VJCU reactions. But the 

intensity of corrosion can vary greatly and there are many 

circumstance:; in whicn corrosion is ,0 slow as to be 

negligible. 

Corrosion is generally Everest in seawater, fresh water 

or wet earth, depending on the corroding influences in the 

ground or the water, "But buried or submerged or partly 

submerged structures such as pipelines or .jetties ar^ 

usually so lai\;o and expensive that it bucoties essential 

to obtain the advice of a conc-ultin engineer on ;>ow to 

protect theu since it in ti ¿on economic to pay for his 

advice. The consultant must be contacted e.^Tly, either 
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tafor# or durü* th. d..i«n .tag. btctust his Titw» «HI 

affsat th. d.sig». The corrosion consultant, who M? •!•• 

ha th« structural designer,, will statt what typo of 

metal to use and what surface coatings to apply to 

it as well as any other protection that »«y ha 

natdad, indicating the most practical, economic or 

durable combination of methods. But this .pscialisad 

information, although indispensable for large buried 

or submerged structures, is not necessarily useful to 

th. «aintenance engineer in his daily concern with th. 

pipes, stanchions and tanto around his work., bmuit 

it would be  impracticable and too exp«i.iv. to 

treat them all in the same way. 

Sub-erg.d or buried structur.. will th^of or. not 

be discussed at length in this paper.  It will b. 

largely concerned with the prevention of mating in 

damp air. Luckily, many figures have been publish* 

« th. corrosion rate of bare mild steel in air at 

diff«.nt placs. A corrosion rate is usually 

understood to be the loss of metal from one .id. of 

a ».tal plate and it is therefore equal to half th. 

loa. of thickn.ss. Steel and cast iron ha*. *•** 

aimilar corrosion ratas. 
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SttSSIlfiBJEliJULfiL 
corrosion ratta of iron and steel in tho air of 

hi« neighbourhood aro of tho greateot poasible lntoroat to 

tho Maintenance engineer. Ho auat know whether hi« aroo 

has o oorrosive or rslatively non-corrosive ataosphoro. 

She ratoa vary in an extraordinary way fron atro in a 

dry doaort or Mountain oliaste to 0.95 mm yearly at 

a aito oloao to a surf beach in Nigeria« 

This ia probably beoauae mating ia alaost ooapletely 

noo-eziatent when the air has a relative huaidlty 

below 60 per oent. Therefore in aoat of France and 

Central Europe there ia auch leaa rusting than in the 

United Xingdoa or other wester; e oast al a*eaa of Europe 

where the relative huaidity ia often above 70 ^r oent« 

In Siberia or the Alps the air is not corrosive because 

the Alpine or Siberian air containa no industrial 

iapurltles, and these, aainly smoke, are iaportant 

canees of corrosion. In these places the relative 

huaidity of the air also is usually low. 

ifcL^Ji ifíEÉ—jrjti'A.. JA» ü.. «¿¡«ÉL*-Í JSL,* AìLìM.k^s-^i* 
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Only 1200 netraa inland fro« the ligerian turf beaoh 

¿here t/ülÄ eteel eurfmo« low» 0.95 •» d«pth in a yw, the 

oorroaion rat« dropa to   0.04 mm   yearly, mainly becauee thera 

la leae aalt in tha air. Molatura and dirt (including   chefticala 

Ilka aalt)    ira tha two aoat important eauaaa of corroaion 

in air« 
Tha figura of 0.95 «   of yearly corroaion ia worth 

eejphaaiaing bacauaa »any light-gauge cold-rollad ataal aaotiona 

have a total thickneae only a f aw tiaaa    aa auch aa thia annual 

corroaion loaa.    In other words    thase aactiona    if expoeed 

without protection would probably loaa «ora than half thair 

atrength, though not half their metal, after tha firet   yaar, 

and in a faw yeara would be worn   through. 

Annual corroaion ratea in the non- indu atrial i aed araaa 

of induatrialiaed countriea ara about 0.05 M ywlJ. ao«atin#a 

aa little aa half thia.    In tha aouth of    England and in tha 

outer auburba of Berlin, the corroaion rate ia 0.05 aa yaarly. 

In induatrialiaed araaa, corroaion ratea    art at leaat doubla, 

aoae 0.10 am (0.004 inch) yearly (Sheffiald, England and 

Pitteburgh, USA). In the heart „f induatrial England, in Darby, 

tha oorroaion rate la even higher, nearly 0.18 aa    (0.007 inoh) 

while in the Biddle of a large cheaioal worka corroaion takea 

0,25 aa (0.01 inch) off a bare   • ateel aurface every year. 

Since auch   high variationa   in corroaion ratea ara 

poaalble it ia obvioualy important for the aaintenance enginaar 

to know what ia   tha corroaion rate   in hia factory (or on ft 

aite for a furure worka).    Expoeure teata ahould   be aada for 

aa long a period aa poaalble, working in a friendly way with 
Îae'a    own or .        _ ,m 

m „w         on in^nother country. Thia 

involvea leaving   piecea of aatal to ba teated in the opan, 

marked with   aoae aaane of idantity that cannot ba hiddan by 

^kMin^Ba 
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rust (for example a pattern of drilled holes), weighing them 

before exposure and afterwards when the rust has been removed 

by brushing, or some other standard method. Host research 

organisations, except some of those that are financed by 

private companies, are happy to co-operate in this way with 

workers in other countries, sharing their results and 

increasing their own total of results. 

Apart from climate and air pollution, another variation 

in corrosion rates is caused by the type of steel. A very 

small percentage of copper in mild steel (only C.G2 per cent) 

will reduce its corrosion rate to a fraction of what it is 

without copper. Steels made partly from scrap metal often 

contain nearly this amount of copper. The extra cost of 

copper-bearing steel compared with mild steel is small, 

about 5 per cent or less. 

Low-alloy steels have lower corrosion rates even than 

the cèpper-bearinç steels. They have about 2 per cent of 

alloying elements excluding carbon. The high-alloy steels 

have even lower corrosion rates, for example, a comron 

stainless steel is described as 16-Ö, meaning that it has 

10 per cent chromium and d per cent nickel, mother atainlest 

st .-el referred to in this :>aper  is described as 18-10-3, 

leaning that it has 16 per cent chromium, 10 per cent nickel 

and 3 per cent molybdenum. 

It ia aleo interesting that corrosion is fastest in 

air containing sulphur dioxide even though the sulphate content 

of the rust (formed by the sulphur dioxide) is extremely small, 

nearly all the rust is iron oxide and water. Another curiosity 

is that air polluted with pure sulphur dioxide is much leaa 

corrosive than air containing the same content of sulphur 
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dioxide contaminated by soma particles of charcoal.   One 

would think that charcoal being a reducing ayent would 

oopoae oxidation,     ^n the conti'try,  it encourages  it. 

evidently  it  is the sr.oke ir. the  air of industrial 

countries that malees for rustinr;,   since zhc smoke 

contains both sulphur dioxide ond particles of 

oarbon   in the forni of soot. 

Is corrosion-prevention worth while ? 

V/htn the maintenance engineer is  asked by his employer 

"i/ill this metal corrode V"  he rmst answer  ;iieG':  unless 

the natal  is  !~old or one of the platinun metals,  -.ven 

some of these corrode because,  like chromium, they are 

protected fro:.: corrosion ';y a thin,  non-porouo^ilm 

of their own  oxide th?jt  Jörns  i.    air e uà sticks tightly 

to the metal.   Jhe^o  are ir: J-.xt  no ;.¡et 'is    used in 

industry  except -che-e noble    :,ct.;ls that  are not  in 

soné circumstances  seriously corrodo:   b;   wator or air. 

.iir consists  fror  t'-.is  point   of  view of oxyyen,   nitrogen, 

water,  carbon dioxide  ant tho  usual  industrial pollutants% 

sulphur dioxide,  hydrochloric  acid,  a   .oniun sulphate 

I and sodium chloride. 

.'he question is bettor ^ut in this way.  "In what 

conditions  of uso will  corrosion  be reduced to an 

economic  level  V"  riie answers to  this question    nay be 

found as  suç.-estions in this paper.  In treator detail 

they will  be found in  publications or fron orfani »at iona 

listed in Section 9,  or fron corrosion consultants. 

Corrosion protection rarely costs wore than a few 

•B 
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per cent of the coat of the structure, and can if the 

Btructure is built of ordinary steel,  be expect od to 

double or triple its life.  It will therefore be well 

worth while for a bridge or similar structure which 

has a lonn e:;pected life but less worth while for a 

temporary structure.  The naintenanc-     engineer's problem 

ia to find out,  first of all,  zhG life roquired for his 

structure and -chen to determine the most econouic 

protection to ensure that this life can reasonably 

be expected. 

Let us su; nose that the engineer is faced with 

t construction .job that will last two years at nost, 

even if the weather is unfavourable,  no has to build a 

cofferdam in the sea bed    to keep out  the ser for this 

maxiinu;.: of two years.  He must first inquire about the 

useful ife of structures made of similar steel driven into 

the sea bed in his  ^art of the world.   It ie unlikely 

that he would find evidence of serious corrosion in less 

than five years. 

If this in found to be so,  the maintenance    engineer 

will need to take no further action for corrosion prevention 

besause whatever anti-corrocion measures he t.-kes will be 

expensive and unneceecary.   -vido.tl;/ this is quite different 

fron the bridge that shouxd last 1,w years,   .'he protection 

Of bridges against  corrosion mist be investigated very 

early,  in fact before    they art designed, .inai details 

Of oorrosion protection do not have to be decided then 

but the general scheme of protection nust be known at an 

early stage because it may include the use or n special 

corrosion-resisting steol. The making of this steel has 
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to be arranged with the steelworks, the 3tc?slmakcr must 

plan it months ahead,  and the    remainder of the protection, 

including metal coating and probably painting nay also 

be affected. 

Low-cost    corrosion prevention 

When the maintenance engineer is in difficulty with a 

large amount of exposed steelwork to protect and no 

paint to protect it with,   there is  one anti-corrosion 

material that he should remember,   rortland cement, 

it is alkaline and for this reason projects iron and 

steel from rusting,  liiere are ¡nany ways in which  a 

cement-water or cenent-sand-wate..1 nix c  n be applied to 

steel to prevent corrosion at  a f met ion of the price 

of paint,   one way is to nix enough water with the cement 

to produce a creamy rçrout  and to coat  the steel with this 

by brushing,   ¿.t nay perhaps  be more easily anplied and 

may spread further if fino sand  is ; ixed v/ith the grout. 

In most countries,  thu orice of cement is ab>:ut one 

fiftieth of the price of the cheapest paint. 

•n'Ai»   -^Ms» --m .íl(B-*f*HJ.4%V^. :*aft**# .***** <mm**&W*;** 
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2.  THEORY gg CORROSION 

Chemist* believe that »wet » corrosion is electrochemical, in other 

words that it occurs in the presence of an electric carrent flowing 

between two metals dipping into a solution calle, the electrolyte, 

through which the current flows. To moke a complete electrical 

circuit, the cvrrent flows fro tb • fir.t metal to the second metal 

not only through the electrolyte but alno fror, the second metal to 

the first metal, completine the circuit, through sone other conductor, 

usually metallic. The two retáis must be different for corrosion 

to occur, but from the viewpoint of corrosion i. is almost impossible 

for two parts even of a bar of the sar.e metal not to be different. 

One wil have different imp,rities fron the cth,r, foruine in an 

electrolyte an electrolytic cell as explained above. 

"Different" here means  "at different levels in the galvanic 

series». The galvanic series is the sequence of the chemical elements 

in the order in which they dissolve (corrode) in a particular 

electrolyte, usually seawater or 3 per cent sodium chloride solution. 

Those at the top of the list dissolve (corrode) most easily, those 

at the bottom dissolve least easily and are described as "noble". 

Gold, graphite and platinum are at the button of the list. 

The tuo metals dipping in .he electrolyte are called 

electrodes. The electrode that dissolves (corrodes) is the anode{ 

the other electrode is the cathode, hydrogen is released at it or 

metal is deposited on it, for example in electroplating. Any metal is 

anodic to all metals below it in the series and esthodic to all those 

above it. 

The galvanic series shows, theoretically, which metals should 

be used for the protective plating of other metals. Theoretically in 

commercial practice (not i„ jmlliiy) no metal should b. used for protectively 

coati«,- »ny »«tal above it in the eerie.. Thue, .ine, aluniniw. and 
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cadmium are anodic to steel in the series and are used for plating 

it. Nevertheless, tin which is more noble than steel and is 

therefore below it in the series, is also used quite effectively 

for the same purpose though for shorter periods of time and in 

less severe conditions. It is true that once the corrosion of 

steel in tinplate has started, it continues much faster than 

in steel coatad with zinc or cadmium or aluminium. Nevertheless 

for its special purposes in food cans particularly, tinplate 

is useful (see p. 52 ). 

One instance where two metals should be carefully kept 

separate is in galvanized steel water tanks. Any pieces of steel 

or even iron turnings, left in the water tank,will reset with tha 

sine coating and will quickly wear it through. 

Zinc or cadmium or aluminium coatings continue to protect 

a steel surface long after they have worn through and in fact the 

protection of a zinc coating on steel     continues     until 

only 10 per cent of the coating remains. After it has worn through 

the sine continues to nrotect the underlying steel by acting as the 

snode in an electrolytic ceil, and dissolves in preference to the 

steel. When a tinned surface on steel has been penetrated, the 

opposite occuis, the steel is dis olved in preference to the tin, 

and it is therefore destroyed by corrosion more quickly than tha 

lino-coated steel. This is way it is said that zinc,cadmium 

and aluminium protect stsel"sacrificially". 

nathodic protection 

7MB 1 to 5 per cent of the cost of a structure is not much to paj 

ft* probably doubling or trebling its life, and this is the usual 

cost of cathodic protection.  Gathodic protection is generally not 

used for small structures because of the appreciable amount of 

engineering design work connected with it, and this 1 per oent is 

therefore a considerable sum of money. If possible therefore, 

eathodic protection is not used alone but in conjunction with 
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protective ooatingi or wrappings over the metal. These reduce the 

arta of matal exposed and thus the bulk of the cathodic protection 

Plant and the current required.^Phe current required is between 

10 and 15Û milliamps per sq metreAbut usually fi,om   30 to 60 

milliamps per sq metre, naturally this current is applied 

only to the exposed metal and tra protective coating makes a 

large saving. 

In all types of cathodic protection the ¿tructure to be 

protected is made the cathode. Ancles are placed at some 

distance away from it in the soil or sea or other corroding 

medium, and are electrically connected to it, usually by 

cables. The anodes corrode in preference to the cathode. 

There are two general methods of cathodic protection, the 

impressed current method and the sacrificial anode method. 

In both   methods the anode dissolves, though more slowly 

in the impressed current method, where the anodes may be of 

graphite which is about as noble as -old. As would be expected, 

a direct current is forced in at the anodes and out at the 

cathodes. In the sacrificial anode system the anode material 

ia selected from a metal that is anodic to steel (or to the 

metal to be protected) in the g& .vanic series. In other words 

the anode will quite naturally corrode in prefarence to the 

cathode structure. 

Part of the galvanic series 

ANODIC END      liagnesium 
(easily corroded) Zinc 

Aluminium 
Cadmium 
Steel or iron 
Stainless steel 18-8 (active) 
Lead 
Tin 
Nickel (active) 
Copper 
Nickel (passive 

„.....,-„ _      8tainless steel 1§-8 (passive) 
CA'i'rfûDIO £Ki>     Silver 
(noble metale)   Graphite 

Gold 
Platinum 
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m the sacrificial anode syste, the electric current 

is generated by the electrochemical deference between the 

two »étais, and the main expense is the relatival, freouent 

repl.ce.ent of tho sacrificial anode,,. In the impressed 

current syste» ".here is an appreciable expend in the 

a*peraGe thrt has t, flow per-.« >-tly tnrourf, .no system, and 

on UTBO Jetties protected in .hie way a numb« of power 

•„..,«irte-'    h^ »...'.en.mcs  engineer who transformers may oe needec  -«•• 

considers applying catnodic protection, particularly 

V. „..  of  «pressed carrent, .houla firrt «aï. a rough 

survey of the area of exposed metnl. l'ho corrosion engineer 

^. ,., n nPpd fair information to make his who designs the syste... wl neea ZM. 

esti-ate. It important that an exported corrosion engineer 

should be employed to design cathodic protection because xn a 

badly designed system the corrosion may be worse than with no 

protection at all. 

Jhe life cf bare steel oipes in soil depends on the 

x. 4.- ,. ««:n  ihp Mener the conductivity, 
electrical conductivity of tne soU. ^he r.ign.r 

the more corrosive is the soil. With low resistance (high 

conductivity) unprotected pipes could oe expected to last 

only two or three years, ooils „ith low resistivity values, 

below 500 ohm/c, are highly corrosive. ..ildly corrosive .oils 

-, . .-. „-,,„, m ni in such soils pipes 
hav« resistivitie : aoove ¿y^  onm/cu J,K. m 

^ - .. T«,-t- >rt vù-îTE witiiout protection. It could be exDected to last cO  years w.u... u F 

should be remembered that a soil resistivity depends ver, 

greatly on its water content, out if a normally dry .oil i. 

flooded it will be more corrosive than a similar .oil that 

i. non-ally wet. üry soils often contain «It. that b.c. 

highly conductive when wet. 

riVTA 
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Passivation and anodic protection 

The passivation of iron and steel became known nearly two 

centuries ago. It was noticed that they would not corrode if 

they were first boiled in strong nitric acid, The metal was 

then said to be passive or passivateti. Later it was found 

that chemicals dissolved in waser wou.d h .ve rhu rame effect 

and these were called passivatore jrac-ivity is not very 

permanent and can be removed fro: iron by knocking it, but 

in stainless steel it car. be jiore durable, it is believed to 

be caused by a stable film of oxide that protects the metal 

from further corrosion. It can also bo induced by parking a 

current into the metal concerned, in the oroosit? direction iron 

cathodic protection. In cathodic protection the protected 

metal is the cathodal in oar.sivation the protected metal is 

the anode, where ordinarily corrosion would be worst, hence 

the name anodic protection. 

Naturally such a syst er.; has to be carefully controlled 

80 as to ensure that the current is not su high that metal 

ia lost to the solution, '"t *>'• ai.oáica' ly protected 

plain mild steel tank has been used for containing strong 

sulphuric acid without serious corrosion. A circular stee~ 

tank is a relatively easy a'-rlication because the cathode can 

be placed centrally at the same distance i'rou all tne walls. 

For the maintenance engineer working in chemical industry 

this method can be of interest because there is likely to 

be a chemist or chemical engineer who will supervise the 

essential instruments and take the readings needeu co as 

to ensure safe working. 
Corrosion inhibitors 

Very similar to pa.?.ivators are corrosion inhibitors, 

ì-assivators act on the surface of the corrodible metal, but 

inhibitors act on the liquid, or on the air. Corrosion 
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inhibitors are well known to users of paint and som« of them •*• •!•© 

pigments used in priora    for iron and steel,  for example red lead,  calcium 

plumbate, metallic lend,  metallic chromâtes,  and when used in Mgh 

proportion»,  «tallio zinc.  Another corrosion   inhibitor known to car «Mr. 

in cold countries  is the  anti-freeze ^iquid,  ethylene rlycol,  used  in car 

radiators,  but this has  been  known occasionally to  decompose and corrode th. 

radiator. 

Some Chromate inhibitors are poisonous  and noat of them are costly. 

It  i.  tJffore^oi .cenomic  to use them in  a closed  (re-circulating)  circuit 

than  i, a once-through circuit. Normally they  are  not used in a once-through 

circuit. All inhibitors  for   steel act .ore efficiently in alkaline  than  in 

acid  solution.  Ir:  fact  uerely making the solution   cefinitely  alkaline, at 

a pK of '> to 6.5» will appreciably reduce the  likelihood of corrosion. Th. 

solution 3hould thus always  have a pK  figure  greater than ?,  except   for 

chromâtes which can be  used  ever:  in slightly  acid  solution. 

"üangsroua"  inhibitors are so called  teoausc if  nisused they  can cau.e 

intense local corrosion. The beet   inhibitors  are  dangerous,   including sodium 

b.nzoate,  sodiun Chromate and sodiur, nitrite. ïhe   corrooion occurs    .onetimes 

in the presence    of di3solved chloride  or sulphate. Every inhibitor should 

be used at  a cext.ir. niniaua concentration which diffeta with the  environsent, 

On« way of eliminatine the   effect  of chlorides or  sulphates     in the water is 

to provide a nolecular concentration of inhibitor    that   is 15    times as strom 

as that of the  chloride or  sulphate. A conusor, inhibitor  for closed «yetem. 

is sodium Chromate at pH 8.0 to 8.5 and at a concentration of 500 gram:r.ss 

p«r tom.e.  It kills bacteria  including sulphate-reducins bacteria,  being 

tonic. Ar alternative  to sodium Chromate is  sodiur bensoate with a 

small proportion of sodiurr.   nitrite 
• fl¿t acidity or alkalinity of'colutions  in water is measured by Jheir 

hvdrS"n ior concentration.  A neutrr.l solution, one that is neither acid 
Sor alkalì",  ha3 «jfcyurogsn io,   concentration    of  10 ^    This    a usuali, 
expressed bv saying that    the pi; value    of  the solution is ?; ph vsluss 
larger than ? indicate an alkaline solution,  thoce smaller than 7 sre Mia* 

&i-*± -h.   . ^-; 
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and an appropriât« product that kills    bacteria but is non-toxic 

to mammals» 

Corrosion inhibitors are regularly used in heating, 

cooling, hydraulic or refrigerating systems,  and in pickling 

tanks to ensure that the acid attacks the mill scale and not 

the steel.  The steel of the pickling tank itself is usually well 

protected,  for example with 12 -m of sheet rubber,  covered 

with a course of acid-resistinr brick. 

In cat h odie or anodic protection,  as well as in the 
application of corrosion inhibitors, the advice of a corrosion 

engineer or chemist is needed to ensure that the system is both 

efficient sind    safe. 

Prevention of corrosion in boilers 

nnothe r highly technical subject in which the advice of a chemist 

is needed is ths prevention    of corrosion in boilers and the 

equipment connected to them.    *s with most corrosion troubles, 

there are several ways of preventing corrosion»      Some 

of them may be used simultaneously,  including feedwater treatment 

outside the boiler,  treatment  of the water inside the boiler 
of  cher.icale 

by injection.with the feedwater, and treatment or    the metal in 

contact with the ster.m or water. Alno3t  every maintenance 

*n«3neer     will bs concerned with a boiler, and some attempt 

must be made to    mention the    main point3    concerned with 

boiler corrosion, however incompletely. 

Oxygen and carbon dioxide   cause most of the corrosion 

of the steel in boilers. Hydrogen sulphide causes    corrosion 

but is not  so plentiful as zhe other two,  and annonia corrodes 

coppsr and its alloys including brass.  In oowor stations, nearly 

all the steam is condensed to water, pumped back into the boiler 

and re-u3ed. This has the great advantage of reducing the intake 

of impurities into the boiler. Condensers and associated pipework 

[are under vacuum   and they   must be kept tight so that oxygen 
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and earbon dioxide are not allowed to    oe absorbed. Some 

««tar ii lost because of leakage and Slowdown, roughly 0.5 
w»*»*^  A» 

lwev   " corresponding volum* 

to 3 per cent of the circulating volume, and c    A has to ba 

pumped in continuously as make-up water. 

All the make-up wat-r must be treated, nost treatment 

plant, include settling tanks,  filter,, de-aerators to remove oxyger 

and reaction chambers    where the calcium salts,  that produce 

scale, are precipitated by sodium salts. ïïhe sodium salts 

remain in solution in the boiler and do not cause scale. Scale is 

not corrosive and in fact protects steel from corrosion but it l.adi 

to inefficiency of the boiler and to overheating of the 

scsle-covered steel, which may for this reason suffer 

high-temperature corrosion. 

The total amount of salts in the '"¿water is not 

reduced by this method, the calcium salts are^raplacad by the 

»ore    soluble sodium salts. It will be obvious that the 

.alts concentration in the boiler    quickly builds up.Chodern 

boilers often have a throughput of 100 tons of stesa per hour) 

Salts concentration s   in boilers must not be allowed to 

build up above certain levels that are known for    each boiler, 

¿•or boilers a, pressurée above    1*0 kg/sq cm  (2000 pounds per 

.« inch)    the maximum allowable solids are 500 gram: .es dissolved 

par ton and 5 graces   suspended    per ton. For low-pressure 

boilers operating at pressures below   21 kg/so cm ($00 pounds/sq 

inch) the conditions are much easier, 3500 gram.es per ton total 

solids including not more than 3^ sra: r.es per ton of suspended 

•att.r.    These maxima must be kept to and this is the reason 

for blowing down boiler water. Blowdown   removes sludge and 

dissolved salts and in large boilers is a continuous   process. 

From the viewpoint of the steel,  it is important to 

keep the water    alkaline and this may be done by introducing 

ammonia as ammonium hydroxide to hold the pH figure of the 
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water at about 8.5 • The ammonia reacts with the carbon 

dioxide and neutralizes it but does not react wi-uh tue oxygen. 

All the oxygen must be removed by the de-aerator before the 

water enters the boiler. 

For a high-pressure boiler in use at a site where the 

natural impurities in the «ater exceed 500 grammes/ton, it 

will be necessary to have demineralization equipment in the 

water treatment, so as to bring the minerals content of the 

water well below 500 g/ton.nn advantage of the use of anmonia 

is that it does not increase the impurities content oí the 

water since it is removed with the steam but it attacks 

brass and copper in the condenser and elsewhere, another 

reagent used for neutralizing carbon dioxide is morpholine, 

G^HqliO,which does not corrode copper or braes but is expensiv». 

HydraBine hydrate, iipH^ K-,0 or hydrazine phosphate,(ü ,U^)il~irQu 

have also been used. They react with dissolved oxygen to form 

nitrogen and water, and at high temperatures the hydrazine 

decomposes into ammonia and nitrogen. i;any oí' the boiler 

reagents in existence are used for other purposes than 

corrosion prevention, such as the prevention of foaming, but 

they cannot be discussed nere. 

Prevention of corrosion in idle boilers 
of use 

A boiler that is out.for a short period, say less than two 

months, is kapt corrosion-free by filling it with de-aerated 

alkaline water under pressure so that if leaks occur they are 

outwards and oxygen or carbon dioxide are thus unlikely to 

be absorbed. Naturally if there is time the boiler should 

be cleaned before it is filled. The tightnen : of the valves 

and other fittings must be checked, ihe water must be analysed 

periodically to make sure that the pü value and oxygen content 

are no worse than in normal operation. 

For a long outage it may be worth v/hile to dry out 
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tht boiler. It must be emptied, cleaned ana dried out by 

blowing hot air through it at about 250°0. ateel pans 

measuring dC ,: &  x '15 cm are piacd inside it concini«* 

a desiccant*such as calciun chloride, oui.kline or nilica 

gel .prcad unifDMly over une floor of the tan. hhe weißht 

i   ,,^i- hr -nir-intpd 'Tor tr..-* volume within of dosiccr-int need sa n.m.l te- ...uc.inLca -J.J- 

the Doiier that ins uo bo >opt dry. ^ is ucuaj ¿:; from ', to 2 

kg car cucio metre of vo-urne. ;ho ",nS nunt be periodically 

inspected and their desxecant changea if it is v;et or spent.^ 

•xhis netnoa. is also wor'-n usinp for piani, or ,i-t>. i- 

since arums and *.;ipes are not usuala aifficit to r,e:.i. i-or 

-v^ rirnirr-nv -• usuax^' cilice '"ül in snail transit oacKagm;; tne aericene .... — u-¿.^ 

plastic or textile bags. Calcium chloride would be corrosive. 

• .. desiecant is a dryinr: ^ent, a substr.neo thnt aqcoro« 

vre ter frou the air« 

„*«*. §aä^'^JLi'&EM.,JJLíé»¿». d*¿ >mià& Al, iìkàéiJk'&JÉL -ïLS .     riintft lìln ilfflÉiÉti ' *,*. 
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3. DESIG;. íüR ccRic^xo;- kT¿i¿y..;.c¿ 

;. great increase of corrosio re e ist «in ce c-^ be obtaien • orely by cnreful 

at'er.tioi. on tue drawin, bof rei to 1 e geometrical s-ape .v. o layout of 

str nchior.s, beams, purlins, tanks, reaction vessels and ¡so on. \Jhis work 

muòt be dbr:e on the drawing board, ary later r.t-.,-;e is too late ar.d this nay 

be one reason why -"hese important anti-corrorion retails are PO often 

orci:, ted. 

Geometrical design 

Corrosio: cannot take place without untor ru tie aroint of corrorion 

depends or: the duration of the exj.orare to water.  T.» the gocd geometrical 

design, of structures exposed to re ir. therefore, all exposée surfaces are 

smooth and shaped to drain easily. Corners whether internal or external, are 

rounded. 

Outside corners  are easily knocked ar.d loue rai: t. Insioe corners 

collect dirt and therefore moisture, ôh: rp outside corner:; are always 

dif-.icult to coat with paint or protective metal and for: the starting points 

for rusting. This is because v;et paint naturally forms a rounded surface 

and the peir.t thickness on a sharp corner is therefore "ucr le.:.'; than on a 

flat or smoothly rounded surface iser stripe co-.'t , p»49 ) 

All this implies that the idenl structural sect io:, for corrosion 

resistance is the cylinder, the tube ci round cross-section. This is true 

but round tuber are a little r.ore difficult to weld th^n rectangular-section 

tubes because the roundness makes for curvet- weld lines. Rectangular tubes 

cr>n be joined by straight-line welds. Their corners arc rounded inside and 

out, anu to prevent corrosion inside  they merely need to be sealed, like 

round tubes, by welding a plate over the end. Such tubes are now available 

i; long lengths, up to about 1'^,f: metres. Tubular sections, whether round 

or rectangular have o auch smaller external area to be painted than joist 

or chan el or angle sections of comparable strength. Unfortunately 
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titty art more expenoive th.-n joists of tht same beam strength, i.e. they 

have) !••• bt*m strength for the »ame weight per unit lencth. 

Joists , angles ,  channel or tee sections all htve internal 

•ornera where dirt can collect and absorb moisture that causes corrosion. 

Angle or channel sections however hive the advantage that if placed with 

their hollow side down, they have a well dr-inea u yor surface and are 

unlikely to ccr.cù f- i. 

If drainage is important for structural sections it is eve:. :ore so 

f»r pipe runs arc tanks because they shou -i be drie, out and cleaned 

periodically. Small tanks must be bui t with the bottom sloping towards a 

drain cock. Large tanks must be built sloping to a ^ur.p that must be 

accessible for emptying. There must be no place wher« liquid can collect and 

not be removed. V/he; it is unavoidable to use different i.et'.ls in the same 

system , the flow of water should be fror, the anodic net'Is  in the system 

towards the crthodic metnls, for exw-le fror- ;:i:c or aluminium to iron. 

The undersides of ta. ks c n for;:: typical crevices vhere corrosion c^n 

Start. The best way to avoid crevice corrosion .nderi.e.'th a met-.l tank is to 

lift it well clear of the floor so that the srnne bcner.tr is at leant large 

enough for a r.-.an to crawl under and inspect it. This nay mean that the floor 

should b<- lowered . If the tank is tc remain for sore years the expense of 

lowering the floor should be worth while. .. sad le or y.rd of  metal should be 

welded to the underside of the tank where it is to be supported. On this pad 

is welded a bracket to which the stanchion is bolted. In the design of the 

•touchions it should :.ot be forgotten that they should be shorter ct the end 

«•ntair.ing the drei, cock because the tank must drain toward this er.d. 

¿•içh-allov stet Is 

Dilution of weldn should be avoided but i>. addition, weld metals should 

preferably be «ore noble thai: the basis metal, V.'h< vc .tainless or other 

expensive corroaion-re3isting steel is welded to carbor: steel, it is wise 

t« W«ld first on to the joint area a stainless steel weld pad to which the 
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carbon steel is later welded. If the carbon steel is welded 

directly on to the stainless steel, the stainless steel is likely to be 

diluted at th« weld and corrosion will probably st-'irt there. The designer must 

specify the filler metal (welding electrodes) and the type of weld so a-: to 

ensure that the welds are corrosion resistant. The welder should not have to 

make such decisions himself. Or, one occasion when a welder hac¿ to choose the 

filler retal for welding an aluminium storage tank to contain nitric r.cid, the 

tank had to be replaced because all the joints began to leak. The welds had 

not been fulüy specified and the welder had chosen the wrong filler metal. 

Inert-gas-shielded welding processes make cleaner welds with fewer 

slag inclusions than ordinary setal-arc weldinr; processes. Tanks to contain 

acid are likely to fail at slog inclusions. 

otainless steel, particularly for tanks containing acid, must be 

protected agni not attack on the end grain. Properly heot-tre:¿teá austenitic* 

stainless steel has good resistance te ritric acid on its rolled surface. 

Generally thisis the only surface that is exposed but at welds any ler.k can 

expose end grain and corrode the plate as a whole. It is therefore vital 

that welds shall be made absolutely lenk-proof, A;' upright nlate 

that hnr to be welded to a horizontal plate r.ust be bevelled on 

both eipes before welding, so &a  to anke c.  full-penetrotion weld. 

if the edges of the pit e are not bevelle-, the wclc' i::  likely to be 

porous and to leak and thus to allow en:i-grain attack. Full-penetmtion 

welds of this type have been watertight . and acid-proof for yerrs. 

stainless steel» have excellent corrosion resistance but there : re 

several different types, the most corrosion resistant being described 

is ajatei.itic. These ca-: -il.-jo r<? .hot ?.i¿;k temperatures since they do not 

»xidize at temperatures below C50°C. 
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Proper heat treatment  of    ¿joints after welding also 

helpe to  increase  the corrosion resistance  of carbon  steel 

to nitrate    solutions for example,    he  advice of a metallurgist 

is needed    for the proper temperature,  duration and type of heat 

treatment. 

..'¿ter  treatment 

ine treatment  of boilerpater to prevent corrosion in the 

boiler is  discussed in      ;;cctien 2.    Similar problems  are 

met with in process water.   In every works the water used is 

likely to be corrosive and should  be analysed so that   a 

chemist can determine how its  corrosiveness can be simply 

and cheaply reduced.    ino carbonate balance can be controlled, 

for example,   so that a film  of carbonate is laid on to metal 

in contact with the water,   tc  protect the metal.    ïhe  acidity  o 

pH (see p.  20 )   of the water can be adjusted and  the pH value should be 

kept  above  7. The  oxygen content  of the wot or    con oe  reduced. 

If there are no     suitable salti;   in solution to deposit  a 

protective  film  on    r.etai  in  contnet vita the water,     a content 

of sodium  silicate amounting  to     only 2C to  '60 parts  ver 

million    in the wauer wi.l  start   one forration of a protective 

film.     After tne fil;r. aas  oeguri  to be    forced the content   can 

be reduced to    4 parts t>er million,  other  additives  such 

as waterplars  or sodium thoschate or sodium rr.etaphosnhate 

can also be used tc prevent  corrosion out  always with 

the advice of  a chemist or corrosion engineer. 

ripe corrosion 

yjorrosiorj  ir. cines    :..ay be causoci  rarlly  by the high  soeed 

of the  liquid flowing through them,  ii' vir:?? need replacing to* 

often,   it     is  advisable to  try renjacir.p; them with Dines 

of lar.:er diameter,  in this reoort there  in no space for 

discussing cine-flow formulae  •••rid i:; any   eise they do not 

ta&e corrosion  into consideration.   ..ne maximu::. tipe  velocity 
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should if possible be ':evt  doua to a  reaaono. le levai ?a- 

below 2  metres/second, particularly Tor acid or alkaline 

liquid.--. 

If pico corrosion is trcubieaorne :ma  speeds  canr.ot 

be reduced, an error, should be r.ade to reduce tlie a err. cerature 

oí rhe flowing liquid. This is usually not oosaiele but hot 

spots can and :-iust be avoided, xhe.y are the ulacec where 

corrosion usually starts. rt heating coil snou.é be at or nvi.r  che 

centre of a vessel. ;» r.efcal flue s loulct aet be aliovea to 

he.-e ri.ue gases tnat are 30 cool that moisture conde:.ños 

ir. it. Damp flue cas ir one of nhe rr.oat c error i ve fluid.-, in 

existence, particularly if enei-.: is suipaar in ti.o fuel, «nd 

therefore sui-ohur dioxido in une flue gas. 

i-ocation of tue factory 

'i'ho ìoo-tioa of a woa>s in i.a oorLai.t ir: anti-jorrosioa de.:i;;n 

thauan it in usually re; ¡.-os iole for the maiatennneo onrinecr 

te chance it. oices to which acid fumea or other s ir. e ¿e re 

b;ou,ra., by ohe arevailin- v/mei r.iuct be avoided and of course she 

choice of -orocesa water is moor o ant. mo  a .¡uai oenecration 

by corrosion into ¿teal left unprotected in the oren _.n cao 

ÜJ ic  asuaj ly not beiow^.Có mm 'v.wi-'i inca.) -aia tae loa.- 

0:' t:iicknes.: on two surface:; v/i L L of course be double this. 

Worse J.cca- ea can he au. ferea vitnout disaster cut taece i'ia/ures 

d<> aaov/ the need for ¿omo acre of nrotoctive aoatinr to steel 

ia an ¡nducarial environment, me coirmany however set a figure 

Oí U.V.75 m..  w.v.v_,5 in.cn.) arauaa losa in pine wai„ thickness 

a." tli-"1 desian aaxinum for r>iaea car yinft *•••:,<>  r»er cent 

^- a    ? •>• ..any industrial site do suffer 

even worse corrosion rates for bare steel exposed to the 

vr.ather, as no in ted out in section 1. 



Crevice corrosion 

Ont of the commonest locations for corrosion is in crevices in 

tanks or in structures of steel or other metals. Riveted joints 

that have not been caulked, or lap welds that have not been 

Sealed by a double fillet car. collect moisture and will corrode 

fast. If the crevice? cannot be sealed by welding or caulking, 

they can be filled with one of the fillers used by decorators or 

by a mastic sealer, hoisture is sucked into unsealed narrow gaps 

of this sort by capillary ac+jior/. Because such water can; ot be 

removed except by boiling, it is certain to cause corrosion. The 

design of the welds is important, double butt welds shouLd always 

be used if possible. If lap welds are used they should be double, 

in other words, welded on both sider. 

Thai crevice corrosion is ;.ot caused only by capillarity i 

proved by the fact that it haapens also under water wherc- 

capillarity cannot exist. Even when an effective corrosion 

inhibitor is used in the correct proportions in the liquid, its 

protection usually does not extend to crevices unless additional 

stirring is used and eve;: this is not usually successful. 

An example of the elimination of crevice corrosion is givi 

by the Corrosion ,-dvice Bureau of t'rK British Iron and 3.;eel 

Research Association (PI3:tA) in connexion with the re-design of 

mild stef1! pit tubs used for carrying coal out of British coal 

mines. The rounding of the bottom cornerr of the tubs (eliminate 

of crevices) without changing the steel, increased the tub life 

by 30 to 50 per cent. After the re-shaping of the tubs, 

investigations were continued into the use of materials with 

* better corrosion resistance. 

The original ild steel tubs without galvanizing or Other 

surface protection lasted only six years, resulting 

The rise of oil or other fluid up a wick, or of any fluid up a 
thin tube, or the use of blotting paper are all examples of 
capillarity, which is the sucking of fluide into narrow spaces, 
often against gravity. 
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in an annual coat of around *11. Using bare Cor-ten corper- 

bearing steel, the total cost was increased by jfc>,4 or 4 

per cent but the tub life was increased to eißht or ton 

years, thus reducing the annual cost to 37. With galvanized 

mild steel the total cost compared with bare mild steel 

was increased by ¿10 or some 1? oer cent but the life was 

increased to 12 or 15 years, thus reducing the annual cost 

per tub to about ¿6. with galvanized Cor-ten steel 

the to*al cost compared with bare mild steel was some 21 

per cent more but the tub life was ¡r.ore than doubled, to 

15 or 20 years, reducing the annual cost per tub to only g4.5f 

less than half the annual cost of the original tubs. 

Different metals in contact 

Care must be taken when different metals are in contact with 

the same liquid. The introduction o.f copper water pipes into 

British houses that had previously had only galvanized steel 

pipes connected to steel tanks galvanized many years before, 

resulted in many leaking tanks that had to be replaced. Whether 

cop-er pipe3 are used or not, the inside of galvanized tanks must 

be carefully cleaned before the tanks are fi,J ed. Bits of 

iron or steel will speed up the corrosion of r,he zinc. 

A stainless-steel cooler was surrounded by cooling 

brine in a carbon steel tan/.. The carbon steel tank was 

protected by an excellent anti-corrosive pairn; of epoxy resin 

but this was soon pierced by a galvanic current from the 

stainless steel, which probably started at pinholes through 

the epoxy paint. The corrosion "drilled" so many holes right 

through the carbon steel that the owners sucpected sabotage. 

It would have been much too costly to change the outer tank for 

one made of stainless steel or some other noble metal so the 

design was improved by painting the stainless-steel 



surfses that was in contact with the brino. This reduced the 

area of cathode and the rate of corrosion in proportion. Such 

holts, apparently drilled, are typical of pitting corrosion. 

The same principle applies to different metals that 

art in contact in air. If the contact cannot be avoided, it 

may be possible to separate them by insulating washers, with 

an insulating sleeve round the bolt. But the insulating 

material also must be carefully chosen. A moist insulator 

is always more corrosive than a dry one and possibly mors 

corrosive than none at all. The insulation material should bt 

one that does not absorb water, or if it does, it should 

be tested wet to see whether it still protects against 

eorrosion. nost plastics are both insulating and do not 

absorb water, like nylon. A simple test is to wet the 

insulator and then to test its electrical resistance, aftsr 

its outer surface has been dried. If the resistance is less 

than it was in the dry state, the material has almost 

certainly absorbed water. Another, perhaps simpler test is 

to weigh the material before and after soaking. An increase in 

weicht, after surplus water has been dried off, almost certainly 

indicetes that water has been absorbed. 

In connexion with crevice corrosion and the use of 

different metals in contact, che Society of American Lngineers* 

Commitzee  on -che Frevention of Gorrosion in Iron and Steel 

rtcommsnds that joints should be completely sealed with 

mastic sealers to -rêvent the entry of moisture or air. Ibis 

a r.liec particularly to welded ¿joints. Different metals, 

the coir,:little says, should not; be used in contact; with each 

other but if they are, a large anode area aluminium, cadmium, 

sine) should be used in conjunction wren a sciali cathode 

area (steel). The steel should preferably be coated v/ith 

protective metal. .Che joint should be insulated, with 
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protective coating on both sections, especially on the steel 

side and with good ventilation and drainage. Gan a-ray or 

infra-red inspection is convenient and enables breakdowns 

to be avoided by detection of corrosion damage at the start 

when it is limited and replacement is easy. 

In this oonrmxion   it is wort:, rel.itine an incident 

of unexpectedly fast corrosion of aluminium alloy t)ipe in a 

circuit connected to steel pipe. rioodinR of oil wells that 

have finished their productive life is relatively common in 

many oilfields. The water injected into the "empty" well 

drives the oil to neighbouring welle and increases their 

output. It is desirable to keep oxygen out of the water oo 

as to decrease corrosion of the steel tubes both in the well 

and out of it.  One source of oxygen-free water is that 

found in deep wells, which unfortunately is often salty, 

particularly in the oilfields of the Gulf of i-.exico. The 

oxygen can be kept out of the water when it has been punped 

out of the well by keeping circuits closed and sealed and by 

covering opon surfaces with a layer of oil. 

For one offshore well on th  Gulf coast, a source 

of oxygen-free water was available that contained 10 per cent 

salt. It was considered safe to use aluminium alloy pipe 

with a protective inner lining 0.25 ran (C01 inch) thick, 

made of aluminium containing 2.5 per cent zinc. ,.t the first 

inspection, however, a rusty, metallic-looking deposit 

which was electrically conducting in places, was found inside 

the pipe. When sections of the pipe had been cut through it 

was found that the inner protective layer had been completely 

replaced by the rust in only nine weeks of use. The 5CO metres 

of pipe had to be scrap, ed and replaced by plastic pipe in 

spite of the risks of damage to the plastic on the sea bed. 



It would be unfair not to follow such a story with 

others that have a happier ending. Corrosion at British sea ports 

is severe, and for many yaars British Rail have been fighting 

it at Harwich. Boats from here take trains asrosn to the 

Continent and back. The bridge connecting the ships to the 

•hors, over which the trains nust pass, includes a number of 

beans that nust move relatively to stanchions that are only 

5 mm away from them. Hust had filled this space and locked 

some of the beams so that they could not move. The rust was 

removed without much difficulty, merely by hacksawing it 

through. And to insure that the rust did not return was 

also relatively little work but specialist advice was needed 

and a preventive maintenance plan had to be started. ïhe stanchions 

were drilled at a number of points and fitted with g:roase 

niprles to enable a heavy-duty grease to be forced in. The 

particular grease chocen emits an anti-corrosive vapour 

so that points not reached by the grease do not start to 

rust. 

Corroded gas tanks of sewage sludge digestion tanks 

at **auohline, Ayrshire,  3cotland were recently    savsd by a 

plastico coating and patching treatment that   proved less 

costly than repairs with metal or metal coating.    The inner 

surfaces of the tanice were grit-blasted to renove rust. During 

the grit-blasting   3oue snail holes were nude in the tank walls. 

fhese holes   were patched with    fibre glas** and resin. The 

protective coating was a zinc-rich primer followed by two 

brushsd coats of solvent-based epoxy resin, providing a film 

0.25 no    (Q.01 inch) thick. The film is claimed to have high 

resistance to abrasion and chemical attack, including   dilute 

mineral acids, alkalis, vegetable and mineral oils,  greases, 
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soaps and so on. 

It is worth describing here the common measures now used in 

the   UK to prevent the chimney corrosion caused by the burning of 

sulphurous fuels,    particularly oil fuel, now becoming increasingly 

popular. Chimneys are corroded by acid condensates that attack their 

inner lining.    The only way to prevent this corrosion is to keep the 

flue gas warm enough to prevent condensation within the chimney. 

(Preliminary remove! of sulphur from oil    or coal   would be 

prohibitively expensive). 

Within a chimney, the dowpoint of woter is about 60°0 

(140 P) but it   is more important to know the temperature at 

which the acid gases, sulphur dioxide and sulphur trioxide, 

condense, which is between 115° and 135°C (240 to 280°F). 

The flue gases can be kept warm either by raising the 

temperature at which they laave the boiler, which is thermally 

inefficient, wasting haat and therefore money, or by raising 

the temperature at which they leave the chimney. This is 

achievad by insulating the chimney. 

In dwelling houses a common way is to line the briok 

chimney with a plastio tube that has a smaller cross-section 
the flue gases 

than the brickwork and therefore keepsAwarmer and increases 

the flu« gas flow rate.    Both of these tendencies together 

reduce condensation within the chimney but even if it does 

occur, the plastic lining   does not corrode.    In industry, 

chimneys are often made of steel and another method is 

common. An inner shell of thinner steel is erected within 

the out« structural steel chimney tube. The ring-shaped gap 

between them is filled with glas» wool or other suitable 

insulation. The gap must be wide enough for the insulation 
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a#f4td« If the e*it temperature of the flue gases is not 

above 135°C, there is a chance that the point at which acid 

bacina to condense will merely he moved higher up the 

ohianey and the situation may be no better than without 

insulation.    In faot it may be worse, since the condensata 

eau drip down along a greater length of the chimney walls 

than previously, thus exposing more of them   to corrosion» 
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This ..ction d.al. with th. painting of iron and steel 

•ad th. ..tal coating, on them. The prev.ntion of corro.ion 

of oth.r ».tal. i. not discusaed, mainly because of aborta*, 

of apace, but they corrode less than steel or iron. 

3urfa0. prftp?T»«*-i^ 

Bofor. painting .tart., the surface to be paint* .uat b. 

•o ol.«i* that th. paint will «tick to    it. For roll* .t.el, 

PUt..,  .h..taf b.w., chann.l and angle section and so on,  ' 

thi. ..an. reaoving all »ill scale, the black .kin of oxid. 

rowed in the rolling »ill. Casting seal., th. skin for.* with 

th. .and on th. surf.c. of a eating »ad. i„ a sand aould, do.. 

not n..d to b. r-ovad .0 long a. it i. tightly h.ld, bocau.. 

it continu., to protect th. ca.ting af t.r it has b..n covar* with 

paint. But »ill acal. do.s not. If painted over, it will lift 

and dostroy the paint in a very few years. 

I*opor .urfao. preparation ia »or. important than anything 

ala. ia th. .ucea, of a protective coating, whether th. coating 

ia paint or pla.tio or ».tal.    A few modern, quit, exceptional 

paint, can b. put on to da.p or .van   .od.rat.ly rusty   .urf.ee. 

but they ar. unuaual. Th. beat ».thod of preparation g.n.rally 

ia blast cleaning    (.hot- or grit-blasting) followed in 

affectiven... by   pickling, flaw cleaning and wir. bru.hing, 

and lastly hand cleaning, the .oat in.ffioi.nt and expensive 
••thod, av.n with powor   tool.. 

Piokling, th. soaking of ateel »eaber. ia .aid, to vaaov. 
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eeale «ni rust, wma formerly used much more than now* It has 

fallen into disfavour hscauao it is a wet process and it ia 

difficult to avoid a thin film of rust forming on the steel 
**"" (always preceded by de-greasing) 
as it dries. In naw installations, pickling^is now used chiefly 

for olaaning thin material. Sheet metal or thin plata below about 

2 M thick oannot be blast cleaned because it becomes dented 

by the impact of the grit or shot. 

A disadvantage of flame cleaning is that the steelwork 

is usually left to weather in the open for about a year so 

that slight rusting shall lift the mill scale from the surface 

af the steel. ïlmme cleaning must bo followed by wire brushing 

to remove the broken seals. Unfortunately the wira brush 

esAnot remove all the rust, nor will it remove tightly held scale. 

* further difficulty with wire brushing is that it may be 

dans on an erected ateel framework, with all the obstacle» 

to good work that height above ground can bring. 

Whichever method ia used for preparing the surface, 

it should be followed as soon as possible, preferably withim 

four hours, by a first coat of protective metal or a priming 

er protreatment ooat. A well prepared iron or steel surface 

te in an extremoly aeneitive condition. It begins to rust as 

soon as it haa been cleaned, and this rusting must be stepped 

am soon as possible by the first surfaoe treatment. One of 

the treatments that precedes priming is adequate, for emenple 

phosphating or «toh priming. 
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T4.       o. Impact Cleaning 
It was established some years ag0 that impact cleaning: 

(blast cleaning) methods were t*e best surface preparation 

for iron and steel. Hand cleaning is not only slow but very 

inefficient and expensive in labour. Even power-operated hand 

tools, such as vibrating needles, wire brushes and ,o on are 

leas effective than impact cleaning. These power tools have 

the disadvantage that if they do romove all the scale and 

dirt the surface of the metal is likely to be polished and it 

may be difficult for modern paints to stick to it. 

Impact cleaning is the throwing of hard particles 

of setal or mineral against the dirty surface so as to remove 

all scale and rust down to bare metal. In one method the 

abrasive is thrown by a Jet of compressed air or water under 

pressure, in the other method no air or water is used and tao 

shot or grit is thrown by an impeller wheel. In the united 

Kingdom since 19*9 it has been forbidden to use sand or other 

mineral grit containing free silica because of the danger to 

the health of the men who breathe the silica dust. In Britain 

at least it is therefore no longer correct to speaic of sand 

blasting. 

If the operator has to work in the enclosure containing 

the « blaet-aleaning machine he must be provided with protective 

clothing that covers him completely, including a hood with an 

independent air supply, so that he does not breathe the dust. 

Zinc or aluminium duat can be highly inflammable and lead 

pigmenta removed from old paint are poisonous to breathe. 

Good modern practice is to cloan plates or sections at 

the mill where they are rolled, by impeller blasting with shot, 
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ooasonly of oast steel. Shot blasting has the advantage that 
used in a plant where 

dirt can be easily separated from the phot. The shot if/^it can 

be recovered, can be of high grade, of regular size and shape, 

ensuring that the metal surface is not excessively roughened. 

Cleaning of steel at the rolling mill is of course a factory 

process and botter work can be dono at the factory than in the 

shipyard or on the building sito. 

Similarly, if the préfabrication primer iß applied in 

the rollini? mill, it will probably be applied in botter 

conditions than would be possible elsewhere. The préfabrication 

priser immediately follows the blast cleaning and must be one that 

is compatible with the welding or other processes that are to be 

used on the steel. If the steelmaker is told what fabrication 

processes are to follow his primer, ho will ensure that the 

priser vili suit them. Whether welding is manual or automatic, 

excellent results can be obtained with the ri^ht primer 

applied in the right quantity. Most of these primers will 

protect the steel for six weeks, others auch as zinc dust 

priser in epoxy resin, for six months. 

Since hull corrosion can increase a ship's power 

requirements by 20 per cent, it is understandable that shipyards 

were aaong the first large-scale users of impact cleaning for 

steel plate. The shipbuilders understood that the most 

important single process in protecting steel is the preparation 

Of the  surface before painting. A carefully thought out 

paint system, on a well prepared modern steel bridge, generally 

sas sosie eight years of life . Exceptionally it may go to 20 

years. Such schemes cost more than conventional painting 

because they include u tal spraying under the paint, but the 
its first 

coat of painting the bridge for SO years is expected to be 
À 

halved. 
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To prevent corrosion of the steel of the^evern Road Bridge 

in the west of England, the de-icing material is not salt but 

a mixture of urea with canà. It ia more expensive than salt 

but is no mora corrosive than tap water. Since tho function 

of a de-icing chemical ir, morel;- to lower the freezing point of 

che water, and this can be done by any chemical with a high 

solubility in water, the search for a non-corrosive, low-cost 

do-icing material for roods in frosty countries is continuing 

.ne serious corrosion on car bodies should thereby be reduced. 

A blast-cleaned surface muet be adequate in two ways. It 

must be clean enough and must be rough enough, but not too 

rough. Two British standard grades of cleanliness have been 

I accepted, the first grade being unnecessarily high and expensive 

for many types of steelwork. The first quality finish, "white metal", 

is clean metal roughened by blast cleaning evorywhere. Its cost 

is roughly double the cost of the second best surface in which only 

90 por cent of the area needs to be clean metal but no single 

area of 6.25 sq cm (1 sq inch) may contain more than 20 per 

cent of its area discoloured by continuous reale, rust, old paint, 

or other dirt. The sur^ce finish to be provided must be agreed 

between the contractor and the maintenance engineer. A Swedish 

standard for surface finish of steel was one of tho first 

published standards of this type and its diagrams of the grades 

required are interesting. The British standard (BS 4252:1967) aleo 

has diagrama showing the grades. 

The roughness or " anchor pati ern''of an impact-cleaned 

surface is particularly important when the surface ia to be 

protected with modern fast-drying, high-build paints. These 

often have a lew wetting power than conventional paints and 

I may therefore stick lesa well. j?he roughness of a surface 

Ü.an be measured by tea height 0f the peaks. Peaks are always 
f ^«« footnote,page 5i 
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covered with less paint than valleys and they therefore beffi0 

to ruet first. Shipbuilders regard peaks of 0.Û75 mm (0.003 inch) 

as not excessively Mgh for surfaces specified to be 90 per cent 

clean, provided that the absolute maximum peak heights are 

not more than 0.1 ron (0.004 inch). It is better for the anchor 

pattern to be too smooth than too  rougn. 

Grit sise is important. ttooearch by a shipowner (r>he'll) 

into the use of blasting gritr of various sizes for the treatment 

of chips' rusted plate has shown that only a very small percentage 

of oversize grit (0.05 per cent by weight) will produce poaks 

iihat are euch too high. Shot-blasted plates or sections do not 

have high peaks because the she4: is of uniform size and clean« 

Good practice is therefore to shot-blast at the rolling mill. 

ïïhe results of the Shell research showed that the grit should be 

accurately sized from 0.2 to 1.0 mm (0.008 to 0.04 inch), a much 

smaller size than was previously thought correct. 

Air pressure is important though perhaps more to the 

blasting contractor than to the owner of the steelwork, because 

p. drop iiì air pressure below 6 kg/sq cm (80 pounds/sq inch) 

greatly reduces the efficiency of the blast and increases the 

time taken to clean the steel a; well as the grit consumption per 

square metre. Pressure at the nozzle should therefore preferably 

not fai- below 7 kc;/sq om (100 pounds/sq inch) and never below 

6 kg/sq cm. This means that the pressure at the compressor 

should be at least 20 per cent more than at the nozzle, possibly 

^0 per cent more if the compressor is far from the nozzle. 

rozzi© operators should be provided with a pressure gauge to fit 

on to the hose so that they can check the actual nozzle pressure« 

Below 6 kg/sq cm, blasting should be forbidden except when e 

low-grade finish only is demanded« 
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Blast-cleaning plant is expensivo and so is grit. 

Expensive plant of this 3ort deserves to be protected at least with 

a shed to keep the rain off, and all blast cleaning should 

be carefully planned and supervicod as the s<-pious engineering 

operation that it is. Accurate]y sized grit is aore expensive 

per ton but r»ore economical to use because, it cleans the steel 

setter and faster than badly sized srit with a high proportion 

of dust, 

¿re-priminfi corata 

rainting, including priming, can be preceded by a number of 

rust-inhibiting or temporary protective coatings, one of 

which is phosphating. am© five types of phosphating accepted 

in the UK are described in BS 3189:1959, which gives general 

details of treatments including those for creviced components. 

Other temporary protectives against corrosion are described in 

the Packaging Code, B3 11J3:Section 6:1966. The 1'I8 pages of 

Section 6 list ten types of temporary protection of metal 

surfaces against corrosion, divided broadly into the two classe» 

of films and corrosion inhibitor. . They are regarded as 

"temporary" protectives because they can easily be removed 

from the metal, if not reaovüd they should give protection 

for an indefinite length of time. Some of the film types can 

be sprayed on from a pressurised container and do not interfere 

with subsequent welding. Other films are thick, hard and 

described as strippable because they can be readily torn off. 

One particularly interesting type of film dries slowly and is 

described at "water-displacing" because it can safely be 

applied to a wet surface. „ 
Corrosion inhibitors 

The corrosion inhibitor types are usually not filas but 

greases or oils applied by dipping or brushing or smearing, 

or (for engine hydraulic systems) by circulating through the 
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system to be protected. Another interesting corrosion inhibitor 

(contact inhibitor)   gives off a vapour which inhibits corrosion 

on metal surfaces near it in air. Such methods of pre-treatinjg 

steel  or iron parts are more applicable to small pieces than 

to the considerably    larger members    found in building or 

bridge  structures. 

Contact inhibitor...  lü. ve .sverai uses. They can be used 

dry    or dissolved in water,  for example in industrial or 
Boiler    WRter is d:'.scu&sed in Section 2. 

domestic or automobile cooling systems to prevent rur-jt. iln 

packaging    they are held undissolved on the waxed wrapping 

paper in contact with the surface to be protected, üome contact 

inhibitors are sodium benzoate,  sodium nitrite and sodium 

carbonate for steel} soluble chromâtes may also be used but 

they are 3lightly poisonous and may irritate the human skin« 

Some of these substances noed the free access  of air^to be 

effective in preventing corrosion. 

A further help in preventing the corroe ion of packaged 

rstoel parts ia to wrap them in watertight and  preferably airtight 

plastic film and to leave packets of desiccant in the film, that 

will maintain the relative humidity of the air below    50 per 

cent. At this relative humidity,  rusting is very slow and the 

growth of mould» is also unlikely,  however hot the weather nay b#< 

Rusting in fact does not become serious until well abova 60 par 

cent relative humidity. Tho desiccants used are silica gel, 

activated alumina or    some activated clays. The amount of wa'. JP 

that desiocants can absorb is usually lesa than   ¿7 per cent of 

the dry weight of the    deaiccant. The packaging should be as 

airtight as possible so as to reduce the bulk of the desiccant 

needed to maintain a low relative humidity within the package« 

For structural steelwork that has,  like a bridge, to 

stand for 100 years or so, the painting    should be preceded by 
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metal coating of tht steel whether in the works by hot-dip 

calvanizing or on the site by spraying with aluminium or xinc. 

;!etal coatings are expensive and unless thick they are also 

porous but th*y do greatly inórense the protection given by 

the paint put on the structure and their rough surface is a 

good ground for paint. 

Many paints will not stick to fresh zinc, whether 

galvanised or sprayed,  but pretreatrcent primers    ueually 

overcome this difficulty and they also dry within a few minuten. 

The original pretreatment or etch primers,  still used, consist 

Sîitni;?S2Îoni0f a «inc chrono in an alcoholic    solution of polyvinylbutyral resin; or of an alcoholic solution    of 
phosphoric acid.    Generally th© coat is thin and must be followed 

as soon as possible by an ordinary primer and a full paint 

3ystem.    Etch primers are also used on bare blsst-cleaned stool 

to help the primer stick to th© metal, and to give it some 

immediate protection.    Préfabrication primers have a very 

similar purpose, for protection during the period of fabrication. 

Primer, undercoat and top coat 

A conventional paint system   usually has three coats, the 

primer,  the undercoat    and the top coat,      often      sore than 

one coat of each. The primer or priming coot is the first ooat 

and is usually put on by brush    unless the surface    io in first 

class condition. Brushing pushes the primor into every crevice 

of the metal and protects it better; ordinarily the primer is 

followed at least by an undercoat to give colour and a top 

coat to give gloss. The «aia funotion of the primer is to hold 

to the metal and to stick to the undercoat that is put on over 

it. The undercoat has to provide thickness, colour,  opaoity 

and a good ground for the top ooat   while filling 
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aaall depressions in the primed surface* The finishing coat 

or top coat haa to stick to fchu undercoat and to provide 
much Qf 

good colour and RIOSS, though.the colour may be provided by 

the undercoat ahining through it. Usually a paint with high 

gloss is relatively translucent and uno bulk of the colour 

must therefore come fro• the undercoat. The gloss in 3lso 

protective* because rniii i'low» off it ñasily. When the glosß 

has disappeared it i s  usually viae to plan the r.painting« 
Airleas sp_ra.yj.nfl 

An exception to UK» T.11ÍB ¿TJUfll TO'tinh application of 

priaero is the airloss-spray method of primir.fr ships' hulls« 

To enable the oaint to flow it is often applied hot, at 

teaperaturee from 71° to 99°C. Airless spraying is done 

at higher pressures and velocities than compressed-air 

spraying of paint. The gun throws the primer on to the metal 

at high speed, enabling it to penetrate the surface as it 

should« Because thero is no compressed air there is no 

rebound of the paint from the surface and the work is 

healthier for the painter than spraying with compressed air« 

To achieve good atomization, high pressures of 200 kg/sq 

cn are bent« The nozzle bore must then be small and 

consequent1j the paint musí bo uniform and free of bits 

larger than say 0.1 mm. The nozzle diameter must be watched for 

sign» of wear, ^uite small wear and consequent increase of 

notala bore will reduce the velocity disproportionately for tha 

caae consumption of paint per hour end the paint also is lasa 

vail atoœizod« Plant for airless spraying is expensive, as 

will be realized from the pre sures used, but for the larga 

areas of paint on 3hips' hulls /'can be  profitable. 
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Cornati h|i Yf:T 

Every paint system to be successful »ust be thought out as a 

whole and discussed with the paint manufacturer or the painting 

contractor. If this has been done, the protection given by any 

paint system is proportional to its thickness, provided that 

the steel has been shot.blasted or gritblaated and that ail 

the work is done to specification. 

It is necessary to discuss the paint system with the 

paint maker because it is all-important that paints in the 

same system shell be compatible with each other. Compatible 

paints blend perfectly and look well. Incompatible paints may 

react chemically with each other in an undesirable way, or the 

upper coat ^ dissolve and lift the lower coat or may be alow 

to dry. There are many possible results of incompatibility and 

all are undesirable. Usually all the paints of one type from 

one maker are compatible. Therefore the simplest way of 

ensuring compatibility is to discus the Job with one paint 

maker and to use only his paint. 

High-build pajpta 

Apart from the many types of purely decorative paint, there exe 

three types of protective P»int applied to metal. The firet and 

oldeat type is oil-baaed paint containing linseed oil, that dries 

by reacting with the oxygen in the air. Secondly there are the 

newer paints that harden by many different chemical processes, 

including many "two-pack" paints that do not react with air, 

and thirdly those paints that dry wholly or mainly by the 

evaporation of solvent and without chemical action. 

The most interesting paints for corrosion prevention 

•re found in the last two classes, i'he aaximua thickness of 

paint that can be put on in one coat of the old oil-based 

paints is about 0.025 mu (0.001 inch), which means that auch 
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work is needed to achieve a thick system and therefore good 

protection* Specially formulated paints of chlorinated rubber can be 

applied at a thickness of 0,1 mm per coat or a total thickness of 

0.2 an for two coats with primer. One such paint was successfully 

applied to damp and rusty steel sheet piling in Belfast Dock, 

Northern Ireland. A minor disadvantace is that it must be applied by 

airless spray because it dries by evaporation of its solvent alone» 

Brushing a second coat over the first would soften and disturb the 

lower coat. Some advantages of using the airlese spray, apart from the 

greater thickness per coat are that the method is healthier for the 

painter than compressed air spraying and there is less paint lost by 

rebound. The advantages of applications of great thickness are that 

labour charges are greatly reduced and the time taken to do the 

painting also is smaller. 

Two general rules for painting that are broken by this 

Chlorinated rubber paint are that paint should neither be put on in 

daap air (at relative humidities above 85 per cent) nor on to a damp 

surface. Both these ruleo were broken together. The sheet piling wan, 

however protected during painting by scaffolding with sheets hung over 

it, and warmed with propane gas warm-air heaters inside the sheeting. 

fccoess water was wiped off the piling some hours before the paint was 

applied. 

Paints that allow such large thicknesses to be applied in one 

«cat are called high-build paints. In a chemical works with highly 

corrosive conditions, the steelwork and operating units were painted 

with two coats of red lead graphite primer, followed by two coats of 

•poxy resin paint, giving a total thickness of 0.25 to 0.37 a«. Epoxy 

resin paints can, however, be applied by airless spray in one coat 

0.3? am thick. 

Epoxy resins in the last ten years have alao been combined with 

an old aaterial, coal-tar pitch, that can be applied in coats 0.12 am 
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he 

thick. Many other high-build paints exist and even «ore are 

being developed, and will  come into being    as the labour costa 

of painting increase still further.    In    Section 6,  Plastic», 

nome other high-build linings are described. 

Application of  paint 

Paints generally should never be put on at any temperature below 
0 O0°P) and they dry and harden better as the teraporature 

risos. Condensation of moisture (dew or frost) is likely at 

these low temperatures and this moisture damages wet paint. 

Since paint dries and hardens slowly at low temperatures, its 

period of vulnerability at these temperatures is long. The 

danger to the paint therefore increases as the temperature 

fulls. In any case, the maker's instructions about the method 

of application ehould be followed. 

Paint systems break down most easily at nuts, bolts, rivet», 

«¿t;es and other projections and in crevices. The paint is always 

thinner on outer edges because it tends to form a surface that 

is rounded outside. It is therefore accepted good practice to 

give an extra coat of priming pair.t to these areas. The paint has 

a ¿lightly different amount or type of pigment/from the firet priser 

and so is called a stripe coat. 

Because black bolts and their nuts need so auch »ore 

surface preparation and because this is difficult to achieve 

one o they have been fixed, they should not be used an permanent 

fixings. Other types of bolt should be used, that already have 

surfaces prepared for painting, for example by sherardising 

or galvanising* 
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5. PROTECTIVE COATINGS OTHER THAN PAINT 

Paint is still the commonest type of protection for corrodible 

metal, but although paint sales continue to rise, other methods 

of protection are alno gaining in importance. Metals can be 

protected by coating them with plastics or other metals. 

Electroplating has been in use for irany y parr, but it is a factory 

process and it is only eince about Vj'¿0  chat an outside process, 

metal spraying,has been G valitelo £<..c  use on building sites, in 

shipyards and elrswhere In the opea cir 

In plating, the r»otji to bï  protected is submerged in a 

solution of o salt of the mot-il to be us«d for coating. An 

electric current is passed through ti t- solution which is therefore 

called an electrolyte. Tho current autora and leaves the solution 

by two plates called olecoroder.. One of these, the anode, losos 

metal into the salt solution, the other, the cathode is the object 

to bo plated and acquire; c correspondí.tic amount of metal from the 

solution, brought by tho electric current. Cathode and anode have 

the rame sense ao on p. 15   electrochemistry« 

Plating iß not praticable on a bvilding site, partly 

because of the larfje siso of the vats to contain the electrolyte, 

the clean? in^ss neeclrd nn'J ao m. Othor techniques for applying 

protective coatings include many methods of phosphating, some of 

which may be applied outside the factory, rhosphating is a 

treatment usually in a hot solution of phosphoric acid with 

caotal phosphates, slightly etching the metal surface and forming 

a rust-inhibitins coat on it. It is a pretreatment and inhibiting 

coat and must bo followed by a full paint system including primer« 

Ponderizing, Ccslottizinp;, Jenolising, Parkerizing and 

Walterisi&g ere nil p'nosphating methods« 

Metal coating includer, meny processes, some of which are 

becoming increasingly important. The oldest method, invented wore 

than 200 years ago in Prance but no* in full commercial 
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use for at least a century, involves dipping; iron or steel in 

colt en zinc. Although called hot-dip galvanizing,  there is 

rothing galvanic  about the process and the name  is misleading. 

rhr. process by which it protects  t\e steel is,  however, galvanic, 

and is explained in Section ¿.     Of the other important metal- 

coating processes,  metal  sprayinp can be done anywhere, but 

elcctroless plating  (chemical plating) and electroplating are 

factory processes. 

Another factory process for zinc coating is shorardizing, 

bumbling small articles in a heated barrel with zinc dust. 

Galvanizing is suitable for* large or small articler? 

but steel girders may öfter-, be too ;arge. In sherardizing, the 

zinc forms an alloy with th3 iron and is not a mere coating 

In galvanizing, the zinc is usually a mere akin, 

only sometimes alloyed with the iron. 

Metallizing or metal spraying has been developed mainly 

Tor 3praying zinc  or aluminium but other metals can be sprayed, 

including nickel,  chromium, copper, cadmium,  tin or their 

alloys. Any metal coating   protects the underlying surface if 
it completely envelopes it. Since sprayed metal is rough, 

it does not completely seal the underlying surface   until the 

thickness is about    0.075 mm (0.003 inch). This is also a 

common thickness for hot-dip galvanizing. Even when they are 

worn through, coatings of zinc,  aluminium or cadmium continue 

to protect iron or steel by acting as anodes and dissolving in 

preference to the iron. Galvanizing is generally the most 

sconomical way of metal coating and is therefore usual for 

low-cost articles with a short life, such as motor-car parts. 

In specifying a metal coating it is important to state 

the thickness of the metal coating required and whether the surface 

iß to be ground and polished after application. Grinding 

dMMMM 
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and polishing will greatly improve the finish but «ill also 

make it aor© expensive though a gloss on the paint will 

bs obtained more easily. The unground, rough sprayed metal 

is however a good base for paint« 

Tinplato and terne plate 

In many ways the most interesting of all metal coatings is tin. 

It oan be applied like zinc, not only by dipping in ths aolten 

••tal (hot tinning) or by electroplating or metal spraying, but 

also by the tinsmith's and plumber's method of wiping. Peeling or 

scaling of the coating is practically unknown. Because tin is a 

valuable aetal.there is a tendency to reduce the thickness of th# 

Coating on tinplate below the saallest thickness posBibls with 

hot tinning. Ths thinnest coatings are not applied by hot tinning 

but electrolytically. Although the first commercial electrolytic 

tinning line was built as recently as 1937» 70 per cent of ths 

world's tinplate is now made by electroplating and only 30 per 

cent by hot tinning. 

Torne plate is less decorative than tinplate but has 

exoellent corrosion resistance. It is steel sheet coated with an 

alloy that is mainly lead, with about 10 per cent tin to make it 

stick to ths steel. It has wide industrial uses in roofing sheet, 

automobile petrol tanks and so on. 

Ths steel in modern tinplats can bs exceedingly thin. A 

common thickness for the steel in the modern food oan is 0*12 mm 

or 0.005 inoh. Previous to about 1930 the thinnest sheet was 

0*23 •• or 0.01 inoh. 

Tinplats is a surprising material. It would not bs 

expected to contain food without serious corrosion because the tin 

coating is so porous and thin (often 0.0004 mm or 0.000015 inch) 

that a piece of tinplate left in the rain will rust immediately. 

Tin also is more noble than iron and cannot be expected to protect 
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I it sacrificially in tht way that zinc protects iron. Luckily 

I this relationship is reversed by the juices of many canned foods 

I so that iron then becomes more noble than tin and can be protected 

I by it. Rusting also is made unlikely by the absence of oxygon in 

I the can and by the fact that many modern food cam; are lacquered 

I inside. 

I Thicknesses of petal coatings 

Por severe outdoor conditions in an induatrial area or at the 

I seaside, critical loadbearing steelwork should be protected with 

I at least 0.06 mm  (0.0025 inch thickness or 1.5 ounce/sq ft) of 

I galvanizing or sprayed zinc, coverod with two coats of paint. 

I      Sherardiaing is typically for small articles but they can 

be up to 6 m (20 ft) long, provided that they fit conveniently into 

the standard box which is 40 cm (16 inches) square. Sherardising 

is well suited to the coating of screw threads, since its thickness 

can be more closely controlled than that of galvanizing. The 

minimum thickness of aherardizing is from 0.00? mm (0.0003 inch) 

to 0.05 a« (0.002 inch) for parts subject to heavy corrosion. 

Several British Standards use a coding for the thickness of 

aetal coatings that ie worth explaining. Thus NÌ123 indicates a 

thickness of 0.0012 inch (0.03 mm) of nickel on steel, a plating 

suitable for oar buapers and hub caps. Ni4S with only 0.0004 inch 

(0.01 M) of nickel on steel is nore suitable for indoor uses. 

BS 1872:1964'deals with eleotroplated deposits of tin of five 

different thioknesses from 0.005 «» (0.0002 inch) to 0.03 «B 

(0.0012 inch) on iron, steel, nickel alloys, copper and copper 

alloys. 

SBall screws and their threads present a «special difficulty 

in plating. The clearance between corresponding points of the aale 

L-and female thread is only about 0.025 na (0.0O1 inch). The 

3S « Britiah Standard. The numbers before the colon are the 
distinguishing number of the publication. The numbers after the 
colon are the date of its appearance. 
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corresponding permissible   thickness      of 

ccating, however, must be even less,    O.OC3 mm (0.0002 inch) 

becEuse of plating tolerance and the slope of the thread» 

Greater thicknesses than these are liable to prevent the screw 

pascine in to the nut.  If it is forced in, the coating will 

be stripped. 

Chemical plating 

Ms:iy chemical or "electroless" plating processes   have been 

patonted for depositing nickel   or copper on metal to prevent 

corrosion, on plastics for decoration and for 

electronic oircuitry. No electric current    is used and no 

oleetrodes. 

In one electroless nickel plating method, the nickel 

iß deposited chemically from solution on to the steel, producing 

a rickel plate of high quality used on cars, that is much mora 

uni-LOTin than electroplated steel. A disadvantage of some 

c'lücitroplates is that areas remote from the anode receive lesa metal 

than areas near it. ïùven  on ob,jocts with intricate contours, the 

eloetroless plating thioknesa does not vary by more than plus 

or minus 15 per cent.  The metals that can be protected by 

olsetroless plating include ate 1, cast iron, aluminium, 

copper, titanium arad elloys of these metals, as well as many 

non-metallic surfaces. The composition of the plate, which 

might be described as a nickel phosphide, is some 92 per cent 

nickel and 8 per cent phosphorus. The adhesion to the protected 

metal is good and the plate is hard and corrosion-resistant« 

The deposit thickness can reach 0.125 mm (0.005 inch) but ia 
only 

UEually less because the plating rate is^about 0.0¿5 mm per 

hour. The minimum thickness is 0.008 mm (0*0003 inch). 

Engineering parts coated with this electroleaa niokèl 

plate include piston rods, crankshafts, valve inserts, and 

pump parts. It is also used for applications where iron would 
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contaminate a chemical or a food, for example in dough treys, 

reaction vessel», petrol tanks, tank waggons, screw conveyovr, 

and 3o on. 

Chromizinp: 

Chromizing, sometimes called chromium diffusion, is a heat treatment 

that puts a layer rich in chromivun on the surface of iron, steal and 

some other metals.    The layer resists wear       and    corrosion 
at high or low temperatures . c-i ince the chromium 

has to penetrate the surface of the steel, large thicknesses 

of chromizing are impossible, the usual economic limit is 0.05 mm 

(u.002 inch) and the absolute limit almost double this thickness. 

The resistance to corrosion in tap water or air or many mild 

chemicals including salt water is good but for any strong«- 

chemicals it is best to use the special "chromizing" steels. 

In mild steels the chromized layer is not very hard but on 

high-carbon steels it is excellent and enables the Gteel to 

be used for such heavy duties a3 gear wheels. 

Chromium plate m and hard plate 

Unlike chromizing which is a heat treatment, chromium plate is 

an electroplate or rather two electroplates, sometimes three. 

To ensure that the chromium sticks to the metal below it, 

nickel is first plated over the steel, and sometimes a layer 

of copper is placed over or under the nickel. Somewhere in 

this sandwich there must be a polished surface, and it is 

usually easiest to polish the copper or the nickel because 

they are soft. Chromium cannot be polished because it is too 

hard. The chromium thickness is only 0.00025 mm (0.00001 inch), 

the niokel and the copper are both about 0.025 mm (0,001 inch) 

thick. Ohromium plate is thin and decorative, not to be confused 

with hard plating or hard chromium plate vhich is much thicker, 

deposited direct on the steel and not decorative but very 

resistant to wear and corroeion~resiatant. 
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Àncdissin«  tfï a procesa for protecting aluminium    that is «o 

w»ll known    and so of ton uced  that it is worth doacribing 

briefly.  The aluminita» article  is nu.de the anode in an acid 

bath and oxygen,   as would be  expected,   is  liberated around 

i^because of the electrolysis».     The aluminium le  oxidized, 

the oxide film becoming dicker  at the rate of  0.001 mia in 

i minutes,    vor exterior architectural work in Britain the 

usual thickness required, is  0.025 mm  (0.001 inch)  and lor 

trim on cars    about o.oo, to 0.008 mm.   ¿he oxide film, after 

it hae beon formed in the acid bath,is still soft,   ao the 

article is removed and im-ersed  in boiling water.  The operation 

is known as sealing    and is a hardening and strengthening process 

for the oxide    film, ¿rom the viewpoint of corrosion protection 

it is as important ac the acid bath and the water must bo vory 

pure. Sometimes steam at 100°C  íE used  instead of water.  The 

minimum time required for sealing is    ¿; minutes per 0,001  mm. 

Concrete fIt ora 

The binder in most modern concretes iz Vorilftnd    coment because 

this is usually the lowest !.. coat and  th«' most  oasily available 

It always contains a proportion  of free limo,    Ca(OIi)2.    Also 

called slaked lime,  this io an alkali and ite alkalinity 

enables the cement to protect iron and eteel from rust. It it 

therefore worth reioemberine that ita cost is around 25 dollar« per 

ton. Paint is much more expensive, ¿5 dollars will buy only 

about 5 gallons. But the disadvantage of concrete made with 

this cement ie that it is relatively easily attacked by acido. 

There are two wayo of protecting    a concrete floor 

against acids, by giving it a slope,  and by U3ing acid- 

resistant material. Whatever them»terial,   the concrete must 

be self-draining  pools of liquid nuct never form on the floor. 
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'l'his means that    the minimum allowable slop, over the whole 

wetted area of floor    should be 2 per cent.  Io orovent 

ponding in small areas, the lowest spot under B .'.Srnetre 

long straight edge should not be moro than ¿> mm below the 

erige. For the more corrosive chemical*,   ^£ floor  should 

slope acre steeply.     It slope«  e.the.r toward:: a  trench    in 

the concrete,   that con be covered with a metal gating,  or 

into a    central drain 

If the chemicals are not  too strong the concrete »07 

rood no special coating and the  slope alone will bo enough 

to prevent the concreto    being attacked.  Thin ira particularly 

true if care has been taken to make ordinary good concrete 

that ie not porous. This can bo achieved by paying a little 

•xtra for the concrete and ordering the contractor to make 
crushing 

concrete with a minimum  Hday^atrength    (on 15c« cubes) of 

about 400 kg/sq cm  (550C pounds/sq inch).  Thin ie a relatively 

high-strength concrete but strength in concrete is achieved by 

eliminatine porosity and this    low poroeity is required for 

good corrosion resistance.    Lor a concrete which dependo for 

its acid resistance on n special  surfacing-,  euch strength 

night be unnecessary    an* about :>C0 k^/s] cu aitfit be 

odequate. 

Por a higher acid rosistance than is obtainable with 

good concrete made from ordinary Portland cement,  one of the 

wore expensive cements can be used. Rapid-nardening cement 

costs about 10 per cent more than ordinary Portland,  but is 

chenically the   sane cement,  ground more finely. Sulphate- 

resisting cement is a little moro expensive ace in,  and high- 

alumina cement coets about  three times as rnuch as ordinary 

Portland.   It  is best to obtain tpecialict's advice  on these 

•attero but to find out for onoaelf ti e prices of tne local 

materials beforehand. Plaatie-coated  /loor3 art discussed in 

Section 6. 
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Expansion joints, aleo called shrinkage ¿oints, should 

be placad at: r-^ular intervals  ltl >,U   conu-o!:c   f.lo^,   at loast 

every: G metron in  Ion- runs  of fV-.or,   and  a:- ì   round the ed^es. 

They should  be   at ^   1   c.n wido.  WIG  .joints .ensuro  tnat  cho 

unavoidable  sbrinar •     of the concito  taköj  pin«:- alón»; 

predetermined  linei.,  ana  :,¿   tnur,  not ursifvitly nor amorous 

to  uhe  floor. 

Other points to  be remembered  in t»:o builninp : v concrete 

floors  are:   rv^ial   ojpc^  pausing throuçri a floor  .i-hoald do so 

in a sleeve  (another pi,,«,  in wh:>:, th.-.v  ri,  loosoJy,   which doe, 

not  corrode).   îh<> tops  of  concret-  foundation piers ;:houio. bo 

breatod  uith a nmd-oe-ent  topping to  .ùope  Ihn  concreto away 

from  che  isteolwork.  it  is  sometimes possible now to design the 

floor so  that  SOD3  of the   shrinkage  .joints run alone the line of 

the drain tronchos.  Synthetic -nboer mtvleri ils  fc-; : a^inp, the 

jointe can teke up  the  ¡noveraent and  ror.ist the  acid without 

burstinr.  ine movement vili   in any sase be small  if the .joints 

are  si.acod at  no more than o mearen. 

If  -ill  tï\e  .joints on   --e fi,ted into drain  tronches,   this 

éliminât »e th*-»    probi .*i  of  .joint!   passine through the  area of 

the  floor Th-t has  s  'finished'  surface.  The rubber jointing 

material  should prevent  Jeako^e    througn tho bottom of the drain 

troncn. 

It   is ffiir i;o say thr.t bn.?e  concrete racists no  acids 

but »any alkalis,  -ühouph  its  life will  ho very nuch longer in 

acid conditions .if  iu is well  made .ma  well  rloped.  Epoxy and 

polyester floors -esiat tosh  -cid.; aio  alkalis  and aro discussed 

with other synthetic materia]*  in Section 6,   Plastics. Asphalt 

flcrinf- and  polycrtar  fio .»ring ar, noi: roco^ended to withstand 

solvente  or mineral  .il*,   alo.,  brinks mi bare cenerete ore 

ali  uois..',  platzier;    rolafcivily fjuie^. 
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Concrete as a corrosion preventiva 

For civil engineering work, conerò Le is often used to protect 

steel i-rom the earth ,tne soa  or v.ho woo.Mier. It hus  also been 

successful   as  a lining :<->  ram thick (1 inch) insido steel 

water pipes. In tnose u.os it protects the rnet»l mainly against 

knocks or acción aincr it stacks wo] 1 to bare steol. Genor-ljy 

the underlying *.,etal i- bare r.nd tho excrete by itr. alkalinity 

acts airo ois a corrosion preventive. It is emi bable in 

massive riructures whore ite weight is no disadvantage and the 

inpact- or corrosion-resistance are also needed, ac in Jetties. 

Trie steel should generally be covered with at least 7.5 cm 

(j>  inches) of concrete. This is a considerable expense, not 

only in concrete but also in formwork and secondary reinforcement, 

and it also has the disadvantage that a stanchion becomes 

15 cm thicker or a beam becomes ¡5 cni wider, no it is not 

always cheap, üut under this adequate cover, corrosion 

failures in ateel aro rare, 

Guniting   (concrete sprayinp or cement  gunning) ia 

a method of shooting sand and cement mortar through a 

compressed-air operated guii on ¿0 a surface that needs 

protection. It is commonly useu to repair bridges from which 

the concrete cover has been knocked off or to thicken a concrete 

cover that is inadequate. For this purpose the cement gun 

is irreplaceable. It does naintermnca work that can be done in 

no othwr way. Because the «ortar is gunned on, it can be 

applied to vertical faces or undeitorfaces without difficulty. 

The high pressure of the gun has another advantage. It produces 

a dense, strong concreto that hard ms quickly because it is 

thrown on at a low water content. This aleo enables a high 

thickness to be achieved at each r 1 ¿s. 
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Another aonr.cn are of Uia ceme.it gun that nay uometimee 

help the Mintonance ©nginoer i£ to shoot asbestos mixed with 

cement and water onto .'steelwork inside a building so as to 

increase its lire resistance when tue building contain! 

much material that w^.11 burn.  Luce ali concretes and all gunite«, 

this protects tho steel from corrosion because of the alkalinity 

of the Portland cement. Its fire resistance cornos from the 

fact that it provides a thermally inculatine, contint?; on the 

steel, but sprayed asbestos, though an excellent material in 

many ways,is not cheap 

Any cement materials ¡sunnea on to steel must be hold 

on to it by light reinforcement. Usually chickon wiro is usod, 

light steel wir«? netting with a mesh of about 5 era (2 inches) 

square. This must be wired on to the net:.1! before gunning 

starts. 

Anti-corrosion topos 

Anti-corrosion tapes (wrappings) have beon U\  uso since the 

early 1930s in severely corrosive conditions where lighter 

coatings of paint or metal nave been found inadequate, or for 

protecting metal in an inaccessible posi-ion whore repainting 

is not possible and a life of 9t least 2.0  years is needed. The 

tape is wrapped round pipes, stanchions, bearne or other metal, 

overlapping and leaving ne metal exposed. Tapes are not 

beautiful but they aro immediately effective, unlike paint 

which needs time to dry and crnnot be put on in any weather« 

Their chief use nowadays Is  to nrotoct buried pipes, and for 

the effective protection th*t they give they are not expensive. 

Most tapes have a tentilo baso, costed with an adhesive, 

but polyethylene and  ^>VC  j leyt       ore- also now being 

used. The textile is usuali-• wovor cotton,  ¿jute -  nylon 

J. 
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or. glass fibre, if glass-fibre felt or tissue is used it in 

goncra,l.y backed wit* a  strcnGtnener.  vhe coating is   often a soft 

Groase    auch  ss petroleum JoUy or wool fìreace  or a  r.oft fore:  of 

oxidised  bitumen or coal  tar pitch, though  these penorr.lly need 

to be heated before application.     -he coating can also bo a 

natural   OP synthetic rubber  or rosin.   The t^ne alno carries filiere 

and corrosion  inhibitors such as  chromâtes,   phosphatos and 

tannins as well as stabilizers and anti-oxidant-  if it contains 

rubber materials. The bitumino!»    types are  generally used only 

to resist high  temperature.';, 

Grease-coated,    cotton taper, are   une  ©aaiost to apply since 

they can easily be    wrapped round awkward    surfaces such as bolt 

heads, rivets,  pipe couplings and  rjo on.    Bituminous-coated tapes 

need to be heated with a blow lamp before application; grease- 

coated    tapes have the advantage  of no firo rink ninee they can 

be put on cold. 

If the object tc be protected is wet  it will need first to 

be dried either by applying rx water-displacing:    composition or by 

some  other means co as to maire sure tust  che tope is  in contact 

with the whole area.  If the  pipe  is: to be buried it may be 

necessary to protect the tape,  especially a greased cotton tape 

with a tougher  outer wrap. 

Anti-corrosion tapes generally    should be chemically inert 

and should resist acids and alkalis, soil,   seswater and atmospheric 

pollution. Petroleum jelly fulfils these requirements best. 

Bitumen and coal-tar piteli are often slightly acic and they have 

the further disadvantage that  the;,   arc  liable to   Tack. An 

exception to the rule about chemical inertness in tapes is that 

they    contain corrosion inhibitors o? an alkali such as lime. 

The purpose of including tannin in tue tape is to kill the sulphate- 

reducing bacteria which are believed to be the main cause of 
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oorroaion of bui-i ad    -.v,-   .vr.   -••• J DUI ¿ad    xiüii  or ütk:oi  pipo ir. L-ritiin,  enough it 

iß not .yet proved th-t tannin has thin  effect. 

Both erer.se-coarod  taoc-a ana bituminous ta.es havo 

an indefinite!     j ow stor-.-r*   , i ru ••,   „ .    J.UU,, ..tor .¡,y  jife   ir,  any olim.-ifce,   except that 

bituminous  tarer-  ,:Uiît  not  be miov/ed  to war,:  uo oxcer.civoly 
or they wi21  r,ick  twtnor.   ,,fir^  wUh ^^ ^^  ^^ 

Generally be u.eci  v,thla o to   12 ;nontac  of nanu.: cture. 

l'ape io not always    tho choapest  coating but its  long-tcr«. 

protection ma.y nn.k* it worth while,     i^cr bur, ea  oipelines 

one alto^tivo  ir. to npniv a hot: bituminous cooting in the 

factory and to coat     the  joints on  aite  witu  either tane or 

hot bit union.    Another    nni-Hhii;»«  -r  „ aer    Do^wibxlxty for a continuously welded 

Pipe is to a,,nly  hot bitumen on tho  aito  before burial, 

ttictor.y-aynlied cootie are oa.ily    darned  ..n tran.it and 

«ite-apnlied ooor.inpa are difficult   to apoly perfectly.   Lut 

nite-wrap.od,  eolci-arollot.   tapo can   covor tho  pipe    without 

l«avinK any rotai   expone,:.   It  i, nonconducting and,  combined 

with eathodic protection will reduce  the    power    demand,  and Mj 

ensure many years  of trouble-free operation. 
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6.  RUSTICS 

Keactors and other chemical plant mad© of plastica alone 

will not be discussed in this paper because almost any shape 

and size of corrosion-resistant duct or vessel known to 

Chtroieal engineering can be made by  plastics fabricatorsf 

including chimneys,  fraction?ting tow*ir> and   th>   55u-raetre 

long h08e mentioned in tho next pero raph.    Etationary 

pipework made of plastics is    now so well astablished that 

•oat of the hundreds of miles of pipe insto!led yearly in 

the USA for transmitting natural gas are made of plastics 

Plastics manufacturers are generally 

wall enough organized to aend the inquiring maintenance 

engineer as much printed material    as he needs about 

cheaioal plant mede of their materials,  particularly cince 

•oat units are m-jdo au one-off or small-batch Jobs. 

A German company,  Vredestein, can serve as an example 

for the uniqueness of many plastics installations in chemical 

planta. In 1968 Vredestein claimed to have installed the 

largest rubber hose in the world. Of butyl rubber   built 

on to nylon fabric,  it was   19 cm (7.5 inches) in diameter 

•nd 350 metres long. A coapany in the north of Holland had 

found that its underwater pipeline was too severely corroded 

to discharge its usual load of waste ohemicals at 70°C. The 

pipe was first cleaned of deposita by pulling a go-devil 

through it. The hose was then pulled into the pipeline 

flat and afterwards inflated. Insertion of the pipeline, it 

was claimed, took only 90 minutes. 

A general Introduction to linings and coatings will 

ha more uaeful to the maintenance engineer   than a discussion 

Of chemical plant. In the two next headings,  coatings are 

retarded for convenience as being thinner than 0.5 a« 

(0.02 inch)    and linings    as thicker. 
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g.aatjc co/^tinçs thinner    th• o.e : amj 

Genially, placti0fi are not mt 0
c
n
oa«V^ick„es3,B    103,    than 

about 0.15 mm which Lo th, :^„,  f,r :lony oonvent.li>nftl ^^ 

Plastic  sauting  con be applied to concrete a- well  as  to aetal 

ana are  usually latent  to continuous in .erel0l> in .any cheaicels, 

being :nore corrosion resistant than  convention,! paints.  The 

boat ^repartios are obtain* by h,a,  treatment. The nardnean can 

be anything between Giar,-hard    and rubbory.  The thermal end 

electrical insulation    aro usually Good but electrically 

conductive coatings can be ¡node b;< incorporating conducting 

filler material, repairs are often possible on the    sito.   ~ 

The coatings that are paint-like are host a,>pli#d at 

temperature, above 2o°c. Some of them should for best results 

be stoved at 150 to 2uo°cf  but nevertheless rev   of  the« can 

be iisod at temperatures above 90°U and this is  ont serious 

drawback of plastica. Their coat i,    also fairly high but this 

would not be a serious drawback if nhey had all the desirable 
properties. 
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The surface preparation of mild steel for a plastic costine 

is very similar to that for receiving  ordinary paint,   nosnibly 

rather more rigorous because tho chonicals contained are stronger 

than those usually left in contact with paint.  The steel must be 

degreaaed with a solvent that is  then removed by heating,   and the 

surface is cleaned by grit blasting»   It nhould be remembered that 

the absolute minimum thickness of steel    that can be «rit blasted 

is about 0.5 mm and this is only possible with nota]   of the 

highest quality.    Duct ia removed after grit blasting and the 

coating    is applied as soon an possible but    always within four 

hours.    After the coating   has been applied it ia tosted for 

thicknesa by thickness cietor and any deficiencias are made pood 

by additional coats where needed.  To achieve a good ßloss,  the 

last one or two coata aro usually not pigmented.    Stovin* nay be 

done between coatings* 

Continuity can bo tested by some electrical method to 

ensure that there are no pinholes in the coating. Host plastic 

coatings are excellent insulators so the design of such a testing 

method, at least for a coating over metal,  is not difficult. 

Coatings which contcin conducting material such as carbon black, 

like neoprene,  cannot be tested in this way. High-frequency 

alternating current spark testers ore not    suitable because the 

•park may puncture a thin coating. Por the thinnest   coatinfja a 

direct current voltage of some 10 to $0 volts can be used, 

with a sponge as a probe, soaked in brine with a wetting agent. 

Brine is not always very penetrating and it may not enter the 

pinholes » A more severe teat is a high-voltage direct- 
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current tester with variable voltage from 0 to $000 volti. 

For coatinge about O.L> mm thick, a voltage of some 2000 

volts has been found suitable, üo  as to make the overall 

testing ensy and rcpid, the probe should be shaped to the 

contour of the vessel. 

Because plastic coatings have to be etoved, there is 

a limiting siae to the articles to be coated, which 

roust be small enough Uo enter the oven. With coating «ateríais 

like Polyurethane, however, that do not need otoving, objects 

of any sise can be coated. Polyurethane has good resistance to 

esirls and alkalis from pH2 to pH1J as well as to solvents, oils 

and fuels. In hot water the highest continuous working temperature 

Ì3 about 50°C but higher temperatures can be tolerated for a 

short time* 
faotory-made 

Plastic-coated uheot metal (steel or aluminium) 

which began to be produced around 1960, is i nt ores ting. In 

Britain the sheet dimensions are about 1.2m maximum width, with 

a coating on one or both sidos, from 0.1 to 0.4 mm thick. 3o«e 

attractive colours aro available, l/lion the steel sheet is 

ooated on one side only, a numbtr of fabrication operations 

are possible, including deep drawing several centimetrae deep, 

banding, drilling, sawing, punching, shearing and roll forming, 

and welding after removal of some of the coating. The operations 

other than weldine do not affect the plastic coating. 

Corrosion in the drilled holes can be prevented by the use of 

plastio^coated bolts with plastic washers or stainless steal 

bolta or completely plastic fastonera. The coating ordinarily 

is polyvinyl chloride (F/C). Some applications of plastie- 

ooated sheet include partitioning in factories in corrosiva 

environments, and the manufacturo of refrigerators or laboratory' 

furniture. Some further details about coatings are gl van 

later, under "Rubber linings". 
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Plaatic linings fehlcker than o^ »•) 

Plmatic linings can be applied in the iorm of sheet, using 

adhesivos to fix tham on to the metal or other material to 

be protected, and Joining the sheets together as neoded. 

Other method* of applying linings are; dipping followed by 

heat treatment, flame spraying, fluidized wintering, and finally 

tha methods of painting, by spray or brusn. Tha thickest linings 

are probably about 10 mm thick, anything thicker is probably 

called a mortar, or if horizontal, a screed or topping, 

•specially when laid over a concrete floor. 

Mild at eel and concreta ara the materials most commonly 

protected, occasionally nonfarrous metals. As usual, careful 

•urfaca preparation is needed and the aurface should be 

protacted aa aoon aa it has been cleaned. Steal articles to ba 

lined ahould ba strong enough not to distort under load. Tha 

fltaal ahould ba smooth, with no rivets or bolts; welded 

conatruction ia easontial and welds must be without poroaity 

and ground amooth. Internal anglas muet ba radiuaed or chamfered 

to make them lass sharp. All re-entrant corners must ba 

avoided. Concrete aurfaces also muat be smooth. Projecting 

fina ahould ba ground flat and holes . should be filiad with 

camant mortar. Alternatively, a rubber latex-cement mortar 

•oraed OP plaster can be applied to the concrete as a backing 

to tha «lining. Tha minimum radiua of cornera ahould ba 1.5 om. 

Brickwork, before coating with plaatics should firat ba 

plaatered or acreeded with sand-camant or latex-cement mortar. 

Many of the commoner plastics ara available in ahaat 

**omi»5 mm to 6 mm thick but some of thaaa cannot ba mada to 

atiak to other materiale. Tha polyathylanaa, unplaaticiaad F¥0 

and polypropylene can, howevar, ba made to atick by laminating 

than to a backing ahaat that will 
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adhere, though this is mor« expensive.    Pop instane« 

unplasticised PVC has been laminated to plastici»««! PVO 
that adheres well. 

After they have been blast cleaned, steel tanks are 

primed with an adhesive primer and then with the adhesive 

itself. The lining   may,  if it needs protection from knocks 

and abrasion, be itself lined with a couroe of brickwork, as 

in hot-açid pickling t«iksd|SJA«îf. 

Synthetic rubber ^infi» 

The synthetic rubbers are materials of spacial interest. Thar« 

are aeveral typea, including   neoprenes, butyls, nitrii« rubbers, 

polyisobutyl«n«s, Thiokols, and chlorosulphonated   polyethyl«n«, 

known as Hypalon.   ¡lost of then have good chemical resistance 

but for each application     there is likely to be on« that   it 
the best. 

yf°sTfBt though not highly corrosion resistant, resists seawater 

and mineral oils   and abrasion. It can b« applied cold in 

thicknesses up to 3 mm by brushing,  spraying or dipping. Th« 

corrosion resistane« can be heightened by a top coat of Hypalon 

which also is obtainable in pleasant oolours. 

flZlfift coating« also can be thick, up to 6 m (minimum 0.2 a«) 

and have good chemical resistance    except to mineral acids« 

Th«ir resistance to solvents makes them useful in dêgr«aaing 

unita. Th« great thickness possible with nylon linings    «nabla« 

th«n to be placed ov«r rough o as tings and this eliminates th« 

cost of fettling th« casting. 

J22 ooatings can   be applied thickly by dipping. PVO is r««ili«nt 

and not ao expensive as most plastica though perhaps mor« 

difficult to apply than some of the «xpensive ones. Sprayed FVO 

can be put on as a coating in thickn«s3«s from 0.017 sa 

(0.007 inch) to 0.1 mm (0.04 inch). 



(polythtnt) it tho «oat easily applied of all 

plastic coatings and is highly corrosion resistant. Coatings 

ara applied as pondera by spraying or dinning. Of tho two 

gradea available, high-density and low-density, tho high- 

denaity polyehtylene has tho higher melting point,ie tougher, 

lass decorative and sticks better to metal than thoiow-density 

••tarlai. By fluidized sintering, coating thicknesses can be 

obtained between 0.25 mia and 3.1 mm thick. 

Polvtetrafluoroethvlane (PCTE) though costly, is one of the 

•oat interesting plastics now in production,because of  its 

great variety of axcellent propertiec. Unfortunately coatinga 
thus 

•ade of PTFE ara parous and^ustleea for «ost anti-corrosion 

purposes. It has a vary low coafficient of friction, ia 

non-wetting and roaistant to naarly all choaicals and its 

proparties remain unaffected ovar the wide range of — 80°C 

to -f 2$0°C. It can be appliad in coatings between 0.012 aa 

sad 0.15 m (0.0005 inch to 0.006 inch). 

Polrtrifluoroaonochlorosthylana (PTFCE1 foras a compietti? 

non-porous, corrosion-resistant coating in thicknesses froa 

0.1 DUO to O.J as (0.004 to 0.0Ì2 inch) built up by spraying 

in thicknessee of 0.025 an (0.001 inch) at a tina. Its 

chaaical reals tane© is not so good as that of FTPS but being 

non-porous it is stronger and »ore useful for resisting 

corrosion. Grast ears is nsadad in preparing the surface of the 

••tal to bo protected; corners oust bo radiuaed, welds auat bo 

ground down and poras filiad with notai. îhe exponso of tho 

sarfaoe preparatiea   limita ita use to applications where 

ai«* osrrssioa roa i a tane e is eaaontlal. 

..,•,.£,   . *,,/}•   „ -M, j. JMJ mmML 
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îluidised tintine and flaw »pterin« 

apart from the usual methods of applying paint, by «pray, brush 

or rollar, there ara other ways of applying plastic linings, 

using fluidised aintaring  and flame spraying. 

In fluidised sinterinp, the hot object is dip ed in a fluidised 

bad of cool powder of the plastic coating or lining. Tho object 

is heated to a temperature above the softening point of the 

plastic and the dipping thus produces a fairly uniform coating 

which is later atoved to fuae it smooth. A fluidized bed is s 

layar of powder that is blown upward a at a rate high enough to 

ksep it boilin/but not BO high that powder ia. blown away. It 

it ussd bsoause its resistance to the entry of an object to be 

dipped is low, A disadvantage of the method ia that the thicknsss 

of the coating depends on the heat capacity of tho metal and 

therefore on its thickneos* Thicker metal receives more pi set io 

than thin setal. 

Fiase «praying is a job at which st least two son aast 

work together. It i8 a little sors risky than fluidised 

sintering , so far as the burning of the plastic is concerned, 

but it can be used for lining objects that are too largo for 
« 

fluidised sintering. The first san preheats the metal surf sos 

with s gss flaue and the second «an follows, applying the piss tic 

by flaas spraying. A final heating by fiase is nssdsd to fuss 

the plastic into s homogeneous lining. 

iiortsrg. screeds or topping« 

The latsx or synthetic rssin or synthetic rubber acreeds or 

toppings over floors are known ss monolithic surf acinga and 

were first ussd in ths USA in ths sarly 1930s. Those synthetic 

rssin osaents are ussd to form sorter« in somewhat the ssas way 

ss Portland cement with the important exception that ths mix 

cannot be made sloppier and weaker by adding water. The cementa 
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include epoxide, furane, phenolic, poly©í£wj¡and cashew-nut 

Shell liquid (CNÜL). Usually there are two main componente, 

the resin, a syrupy fluid to which the accelerator gardener or 
a watery fluid, 

catalyst )^is added when the cement is to be used. A third 

component, a filler is     also provided, that .fulfils the 

function of the sand in a cement mortar. This filler may be 

contained in the accelerator. One difficulty in using these 

cements is that their hardening rate depends on temperature 

to a auch greater degree thon that of Portland cement. It 

may be that in summer the cement will have to be mixed in small 

batches that do not harden before they are plaeod.  However 

usually      in winter    larpe batches can be mixed. 

As with Portland cement mortars the mix ratio of cement to 

filler varies from 1:1.5 to 1:4 by weight. 

The cements are provided for the market either in two-can 

or three-can packages, which after mixing form tho mortar. 

The mortar is used for ¿jointing brickwork or for bedding and 

jointing floor tiles or channel blocks, fhe cements have good 

corrosion resistance but the ceramic blocks are even more 

corrosion resistant, and it is therefore best co make the 

joints as thin as possible. The chemicals which severely attack 

ceramic blocks are tho strong ones, hydrofluoric acid and 

strong oaustic alkalis. There is no difficulty in explaining 

to the bricklayer that the ¿Joints should be thin but it is not 

always easy to get him to make thin joints. In good quality 

work, joints are as thin as possible but this takes more time 

than with thiok joints. Therefore the joint thickness should 

H worked out beforehand bearing in mind the unevenness of the 

blocks and it should be stated before work starts. It is usually 

bast for suoh work to be done by a specialist contractor. 
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ßcreeds (horizontal layers of norter) of synthetic resin 

cementa ere nade of similar materials to the mortar but with 

a slightly coarser filler (aggregate) and are anpliad in 

thicknesses of 3 to 1ü ma. A Fortland cement mortar screed is 

•uch thicker, at least 50 mm. Such groat thicknesces are not 

possible with synthetic resine because of their high coat. 

Where extra thickness is required it is provided in the base 

concrete that is mich iesr expensive. rjpoxy resina adhere well 

to ordinary concreto. 

In workshops where the floor is liable to be often 

flooded with corrosive liquid it ic necessary to provide a 

complete tanking, rising some 15 or 30 ein up the walls all 

round. The tanking may consist of acid-resi*ting asphalt or ayah 

sheet Materials as polyisobutylene, plasticised PVC or a 

synthetic rubber. The sembrane used for tanking must be 

continuous and the sheets must be either Joined by adhesivas 

or welded by hot-gas welding or b0  some other method. 

Cost of corrosion-resisting floors (early 1969 basis) 

Conventional red quarry tile floors 18 m¡j thick with Portland 

ceaant mortar Joints coot 13 do.Uars/sq metre and with epoxy- 

polysjBine Joints about 22.5 dollars. Engineering brick floors ara 

correspondingly thicker and More expensive. 

With chlorinated rubber or epoxy resin or urethane, 

a floor coating costs fros 4 to 12.5 dollars/sq metre, 

with thicknesses from 0.12 mm for chlorinated rubber to 3 « 

for Polyurethane. Asphalt flooring 43 mm thick costs around 12.3 

dollars/sq metre, latex 6 mm thick about 18.5 dollars, and 

epoxy-polyamine or polyester with glass reinforcement, 3 m 

thick, costa about 22 dollars/sq metre. 
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7. FASTENERS 

In thio section wo shall discusa some materials for bolts, nuts, 

screws and so on, as well as appropriate methods of using them. Bolts 

and nuts, being the commonest engineering fastener, are of the 

greatest interest. What is  true of them i~ often true of other 

fasteners, such ss rivets, spil.t pinr or window latches. 

Fasteners cost more in labour to put in than to buy. All those 

named here are low in first cost but their pitting is important for 

the structure and can be expensive. Unfortunately most bolts are made 

of easily corrodible steel and they are often placed in situations 

where they attract water by capillary action and are more 

likely to corrode than the rest of the structure. Boatbuildera have 

recognised these facts for many years. Corrosion-resistant fasteners 

of every type are therefore in regular use on boats and ships. Other 

users are only Just beginning to understand what boatbuilders have 

always known. 

If fasteners cost more to put in than to buy, it is obviously 

even more costly to replace them. Therefore where corrosion is likely 

and the structure is planned to last for a number of years, it is 

advisable to use corrosion-resistant fasteners. 

Balative costs of bolts of different materials 

It is interesting to know the relative costs of bolts of the same 

sis«, mad« of different materials. Applied to an unconted carbon 

steel bolt, the extra costs of protective coatings are: hot-dip 

galvanizing 12 per cent, sherardizing 17 per cent, heavy zinc 

electroplating 30 per cent, cadmium plating 40 per cent. An 

18-8 stainless steel bolt costs from three to five times as 

muoh as the plain carbon steel. In spite of this heavy extra 

coat there ara many places  where  stainless steel 

• ---—-»-•"--j-«i- •••*•»• • •— 
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alón« iß suitable. An even better steol for specially corrosive 

situations is the 18-10-3, with 3 per cent molybdenum. Near 

British power stations burning pulverized coal, where the fine 

ash falle on the roof, stainless steel hook bolts are now 

used for holding roofing sheets down fco the purlins. Ordinary 

mild steel bolts were round to corrode too quickly. For 

bolting precast concrete units together, one material that 

does not make unsightly rust marks on the concrete is 

stainless steel. Silicon bronse and aluminium bronze have also 

been used but they are less readily available than stainless 

steel. 

Austenitic stainless steel self-tapping screws, whether 

18-8 OP 18-10-3, are usually not hard enough to cut threads in 

for example, window frames of the same material. It may 

therefore be necessary first to use a self-tapping screw of 

the same dimensions but of a different material such as 

hardened ordinary carbon steel, so as to cut the thread in 

which the stainless steel screw can be fixed. 

Aluminium alloy self-tapping screws also cannot be 

used in window frames of the same material. Plated hardened oarfcoa 

•tool screws have given satisfactory service, so have sorews 

•ade of stainless steel. 

Thome who are not familiar with the various grados 

of protective coating available on builders' hardware should 

be warned against coppor-plated steel articles that have 

an excellent appearance in a heated shop but in the damp 

air will remain rust-free no longer than bare steel. 
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Cathode/anode size ratio 

iiven though the electrochemical theory of corrosion may be 

true there are many situations in which it hap haa to be 

disregarded, particularly in the u«e of ft^tenern. Corrosion 

is not inevitable, especially if the metala are kept clean 

and dry. If xhe general rulo that different netals should 

not be used together has to be broken, there is a further 

rule that must be followed. This ir, that the crosr-soction of the 

anode oust oo iar^e and that of bho cothode small. The anode 

is the part that loses metal, therefore it must be bulky 

so that it is not excessively weakened. 

A3 an example of this principle, two assemblies war« 

taatad in a 5 P«r cant solution of common salt. This is a rather 

stronger solution than seawatar, which is ¿.5 per cent total 

salts but 3 per cent common salt. Aluminium alloy screws 

inserted into 18-8 stainless steel sheets were severely 

corroded after only y  days testing. The anodic (aluminiua) 

area was too anali. But when 18-8 stain]ear steel screws 

were inserted into aluminium alloy sheet they were still in 

good condition after six months' immersion in the same solution« 

The aluminium alloy sheet was pitted, as would be expected, 

but was not destroyed. 

for similar reasons, ordinary stee] bolts should not 

be used in stainless steel or copper panale, even if the bolts 

ars pistad. Stainless steel bolts also Should not be used in 

dirsct contact with zino-coated steel of any type, especially 

in polluted or seaside air, so as to avoid rapid corrosion of 

th« »ine near the bolt. 

In case it ia unavoidable to ust different metala together, 

it Bay soastiaes be practicable to plate the nobis setal so as to 

vadnos th« corroding voltage between it and the corroded 

(anodic) metal. Thus stainless steel bolts, used for fixing 
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aluainium alloy penéis on aircraft, can bo cadmium plated. 

Another alternative to insulation, for preventing local attack 

on aluminiu«, is to use a Chromate (inhibitor) sealing compound on the 

surfaces i„ contact, or to use plastic-coated stainless steel bolts. 

Protective coatings on bolt thrancin 

The thickness or n coating can seriously affect the fit of a bolt into 

its nut; looseness and tightness of fit are both undesirable. Tai. 

does not apply to wood screws or salf-tapping screws, which can 

take any zinc coeting thickness up to 0.05 mm (0.002 inoh) 

without difficulty. For use out of doors, such screws ara 

usually passivated with enrómate. For bolts and nuts, however, 

the coating can be only about one tenth of this value, so.« 

5 microns or 0.0002 inch. Being so thin, it is uoually put on 

by electroplating which is more closely controlled than hot 

dipping. 

Zinc is the moat widely used protective coating for 

bolts. Zinc coating is much leas costly and therefore much 

«ore used than cadmium but cadmium is useful in particular 

situations of high humidity or for protecting steel in soft 

water or for reducing the potential between metala in aircraft. 

The two main disadvantages of cadmium are that it is expensive 

and its vapour is toxic, so it is ordinarily only used as a 

thin electroplate. Perhaps the best overall protection for 

bolts is givan by a tin coating over cadmium but this is 

relatively expansive. It rasists acid water well. A 5-.ic*on 

(0.0002 inch) cadmium coating is adequate to resist neutral 

or alkaline water. 
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Other useful coatings for fasteners, though perhaps 

•ore costly, »re chromium, tin-nickel alloy, or bronzo. 

Compared with zinc, all these metéis are hard, chromium 

extremely so, and they therefore reeist both abrasion and 

corrosion. 

Thread friction 

Thread friction mußt always be kept in mind in the choice 

of the bolt setal or coating metal for the thread. Cadmium 

000tings usually lubricate the thread but zinc? coatings tend 

to increase the friction, especially if they are uneven, 

which is likely with galvanizing and possibly sherardizing. 

In modern steel structures it is important to use a bolt 

that does not need oiling^for the following reason. A fixing 

method for steel structures, now being increasingly used is 

the high-strength (friction-grip) bolt. If the bolt is oiled 

this should be done only very sparingly because oil should 

never reach the contact surfaces of the plater or other 

members gripped by the bolt. The security of the joint depends 

on the clamping of the plate contact surfaces, and the clamping 

effect will bw reduced by oil between the plates. 

Threads whioh are sino-coated by sherardising are usually 

smoother, with less friction than hot-dipped threads. Electroplated 

threads ars smoother than either, but the coating is thinner. 

Sherardized thicknesses are from 0*02 am (0.0006 inch) to 0.04 mm 

(0.0015 inch) but hot dipping can give even thicker coatings, to 

0*075 MI or 0.003 inch though 0.025 «• or 0.001 inch is possible. 

It is often satisfactory to use nuts tapped after hot-dipping, 

and to rely for oorrosion resistance on the sine coating over the 

bolt threads. Sometimes sherardised self-tapping 
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ecrews nay have soft threads which is a disadvantage for thü 

type of screw. 

For very corrosive situations where the fastens* 

strength does not have to be no hiBh that a steel bolt is sseential, 

»n all-plastic fastener has  been produced. It csn be used for 

example in mines with very corrosive water. This three-pioce 

unit is not threaded in the ordinary cense but is quickly 

inserted into a hole through metal or wood or plaatic sheet. 

A 90-degree turn in one direction or the otner will lock or 

unlock the fastenor. 
Monel metal bolts 

An interesting alloy, Honel K^oo, with the streich of 

• high-grade steel (miniaum yield strength 35 tons/so, inch) 

has recently been used for making permanently corrosion- 

resistant  bolts  in tall buildingG wh,r0 corrosion could 

endanger human life, .¡onol K500 contains 66 per cent nickol, 

29 per cent copper, 2.75 per cent aluminium and 0.9 per cent 

iron approximately. It is therefore expensive but it is also 

strong and corrosion-resistant, bolts made of this alloy 

•upport armoured-glass panels over a shopping centre in 

London and over Sydney Opera House they support the precast 

»labs on the roof.^ome of the latter ate 2.5 »êtres long (8 ft) 

and they ore 25 «^diameter (1 inch). Wonel K$00 was chosen 

bocause it will resist the salty air of Sydney as well as 

the dilute hydrochloric acid that will periodically be used 

for washing the outside of the building. The sane alloy is being 

used to roplace high-tensile brass fasteners in the movable 

window-cloaning gantries that are hung outside many tall 

modern buildings. 
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8. INSPECTION AND TESTING 0? METAL OR FAINT 
COATINGS 

Tht up-to-date malmenane e    engineer will havo noticed that 

plastic coatings    have been omitted from the title of this 

section, but this    is because they can bo regarded as paint and 

tested in similar ways. * laatic .linings and coatings are 

discussed in Section 6.    The four essentials in costings, 

whether of paint or metal or Dlastic, that Give long protection 

to the underlying metal are: thickness,  uniformity, adhesion 

and ductility,    which for paint is usually called   flexibility. 

Uniformity here implies the absence of thin patches. Tents for 

adhesion and   ductility can be found in the standards literature, 

but the first two qualities are of tho highest interest to the 

maintenance engineer because he can control them, and the 

thickness of course controls the cost.    In an industrial 

environment the combined paint and metal costing (or either 

if usad alone)    should not be less than 0.125   m    (0.005 inch). 

Visual inspection 
Visual inspection of coatings,  apart from being essential 

because it is    quick, is usually also reliable, so far as it goes, 

but it does not indicate thickness, lieta i coatings    and paint, 

should be seen to ba continuous. Hot-dip galvanizing is liable 

to have lumps or blisters that usually imply an inclusion of 

something that will weaken the zinc. The sparkle of   new 

galvanizing, oalled spangle, though decorative, is of no value 

for anti-corrosion purposes and attempts are being made   to 

reduoe ita scale.    Sprayed zinc or aluminium coatings are 

always   rougher than hot-dip galvanizing but should in any 

ease   never show block spots or blisters. Electroplated surfaces 

are the aaoothast type of metal coatins.   They are usually 

also the thinnast because they are the most    expensive. 
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Thickness mftfl«urem^nts jn gonTf¡ 

Coating thicknesses can be determined by destructive OP 

non-destructive méthode.    Generally speaking, only non-destructive 

methods will be or interest to the maintenance   engineer unless 

he has a chemical or metallurgical laboratory at his disposal. 

Conio or the destructivo  ^tsv   -^ do not involve   thickness 

nuasuremont,   rasure the resistance of a standard painted or 

ietcl-coated panel to tho corroding effect of salt spray or 

kerosene or scratching or impact or bendine or some other 

••••ay of stripping it.      These tests are all described in the 

standards literature but it is worth pointing out that  "teat 

panels« in the sense   used here are pieces of aluminium or steal 

eh et, usually measuring 15 by 10 CID, som times 10 by 5 cm. 

Every manufacturer aims    to apply   the most uniform 

protective coating   that he can, so as to   give tho highest 

Protection at the lowest cost. The accurate    measurement of 

thickness can provide the information needed to lower the 

cost of protoction and to improve its quality. Without 

¿iFcussins the mathematical theory of probability it is 

possible to understand that for every job there is a certain Sit**» 

numbs* of    thickno38 mt. .ui-eaeu^ to be mad%0 as to aonievf ^ 

appropriate deSree of certainty about the product.  In msnufaoturing, 

at least one product in ten must be fully inspected, with 

occasional    ßpot checks of doubtful products.    Using an 

instrument that gives immediate readings, not only tne routine 

ueosurements, but also the spot checks are easily and   quickly 
ruade. 
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iCon-dcstructive measurement of thickness 

Thickness-measuring instruments based on four different 

principies are mentioned here   but many others exist. In 

Great Britain alone   there are more than 20 makers of 

instruments for measuring paiut thickness and about the 

same   number who make instruments for measuring the thicknesa 

of metal plating.    All these instruments    cive immediate 

readings but each one has its most suitable field of use. 

The maintenance engineer    should make wide enquiries before 

deciding to buy an instrument. The four principles of 

operation mentioned below are: beta-ray back scatter 

Measurement,    eddy-current measurement, thermo-electric 

Measurement and magnetic measurement« The last is the oldest 

method and possibly the most suitable for measuring ^aint 

thicknesses on iron or eteel. 

The bets-ray back-soatter instrument is used mainly 

for measuring coating thickneesec of precious metals on 

semi-conductors, electrical contacts, printed circuits, and 

electronic or watch components.      It can measure the thickness 

of a oosting on a v.ir:   :f only 0.2 vaia diameter. 

The eddy-current instrument    is   considered best for 

measuring insulating films (paint) on non-ferrous metale, and 

involves a high-frequency alternating field in the instrument. 
coating 

Provided that the^metal has s smaller conductivity than the 

basis metal,    non-ferrous    coating root al thiokneeees can siso 

be measured. Anodic coatings on aluminium and its alloys can 

he measured. In appropriate oiroumstances, coating thicknesses 

ss small ss 0.2 thousandth of a micron can be measured. 

The third instrument was developed recently by the 

British Hon ferrous Metals    Kcsesrch Association (BNP; ,   The 



»NF thermo-electric thickness tester measures the thicknes. of metal plating 

by the princinle of   the electric- 1 voltare  (thermocouple produced at a 

heated contact  between two  difiVre,.t metals. The  point  of the meter is 

heated f,ntì  Irought  irto  contât  with  the  -etti  contii.g.   Ar  electrical 

conductor   fro.-, the T»oir,t  ]..ad£  to H direct  current  amplifier. The other 

connexion  to the d.c.on»] ifier  is brought  round  from  the  iroi. or steel, 

basis metal beneath the coating. 

The  magnetic   i or elee tro^rr.et ic ) instruiert   i«  well established but 

can only  be Ufced on « basis  ,etnl  tbt  is noetic   ,umi:.y iron or ateel), 

and  is „nly imitable   for «murine    the thickne«a of a non-magnetic coating 

Nickel  is   mgnetic,  thou-h much  leas  so tlan iron or nteel,  and  the 

instrument   couid not.  be used  for n-tasurl.^ the thlcknesa of   -ickel plating 

on steel « 

Early types of the   .«acetic  ij.atrumer.t had r.eWt.l dioacvantagec 

which are  now overcome. They co«>d be use. only  for  naararemant. on a flat 

surface *nd^away from the edge of the aetal. Also  it  war,    tar-ar.tial to 

rt-clibrnte the  instrument  „ft or taki ;•  it   xnto  an  electric  train or tram 

or nt*, any other electric   notor or generator, n  lanat  two calibration 

•urfac.s  «re needed  for all  these  inatrurenta. On,  of  these  is an uncoat.d 

-tal plate   to sho, tue z.ro reading  tho oth„r xa  a netal nlato coated with 

• known uniform thicknes, of  the  protective  coating  te chow the desired 

readirff.  Moder,   designs of  the mnßnttic instrument  m,,y  h*ve wr0OM the 

•trious dicadTant^c  that reading had to  be taken  in the middle of largt 

flat areas,  booauae at  least three-pencil" .acetic  inatruments axiat, whil. 

on the ia,Bar moder,  inatrument« a aaall lightweight  probe i. used for takia« 

the readin ,a. 

h. calibrano,, „f an  ir,.truB,nt   ie t„, ^^ gf ft> ^ ^ 

*l»t  they  ei„ correct  „,!„,„.  j.or mmfU  the ctiaiu6 thnmmt 

correctly calibrated    when It reacio 0° .* . 
«t frfezing point    tuid 100° „),,„ 

«ter boll,. «;,Ubrotlon surf,ceE f„ tMekn.eB.„..3urlr,g tn6trumtIlta 

TIT    "ofcoau"K <nne ofi,hiohnaybc "r0) '« •«"• «» ••«'« ef thickness UBUOS to be correctly «et. 
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Inspeetion of paint in/: 

The paint should bo chosen after discussion of the job with 

the paint manufacturer or the painting contractor and should 

if possible be mode according to the st.Midaros of the countr.y 

where it ie to be used. ßinrnlo tests of the  p-vint's ease of 

brushing or spraying, drying'; time and viscosity, os batches 

come in, can be made by non-specialists and vili show whether 

the paint in the Dater batches is the saipe as in tht  first 

batch« tflow cups or cup viscometers (¿ó 17í$:'19>5) are simple 

instruments Tor measuring viscosity (also calleo consistency) 

and the flash-point test is also not very time-consuming. 

Since tho value of the paint is only a saia^l fraction 

of the cost of the structure, it io obviously false economy 

to buy tho cheapest paint but the most expensive also is not 

necessarily the best. Some trouble ütiould bo taken to find out 

the best coating for the ,iob, whether metal cootinp; is to be 

used or painty and tho type of surface preparation. 

xTobably the most expensive singla task in applying 

the protective coating is the surface   preparation of the 

steelwork, it also hots more effect on the life oí' the paint 

than any other work put into tho anti-corrosion scheme. 

The most important inspection work is therefore the inspection 

of the surface after preparation, methods of preparation 

have been discussed in the section on painting. Here we are 

concerned with the inspection and approval of the surface by the 

inspector working for the maintenance engineer, and with its 

final cleaning before priming. 

Standards of surface preparation of steelwork are perhaps 

the least advanced of all standards in the painting industry 

out thay do exist, however imperfect. The maintenance engineer 

or his inspector must come to an agreement with the contractor 
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•bout the quality of the blas fc-c 1er ned surface that must be 

obtained. 

Blast cleaning can contaminate the steel surface in 

several wa,yH and these must be avoided, i'he compressed air 

must discharge an air blest without oil or moisture, therefore 

without mist. It must M dry. .'his can be verified by opening 

the compressed air valve and blowing to waste for a few 

seconds. If water or oil or nist ir discharçed, blasting must 

be stopped until the inspector is satisfied that the blast is 

dry. There should be a drain cock at the lowest point of the 

blast supply and it should be opened at least twice daily so as 

to discharge any oil or water that has collected. It is difficult 

to provide o completely dry air supply fron a coy pressor, but it 

is possible. The air circuit may hove to be re-designed, passing 

the air through a dryer after the drain coe\-, and possibly also 

through a pre-heater. Similarly, oil from the compressor must 

be kept out of the air line. This con be prevented by the use 

of good equipment andregular preventive maintenance, without 

excessive oiling, ouch difficulties are unlikely with impeller 

blasting but this is ordinarli..• used only at factories. i<*or 

site work, compressed-air blasting is usual. 

If the grit or binatine shot are to bo re-used, care must 

be taken that grease or old paint are removed from the steel 

before it is blasted, otherwise the grit will become dirty and 

foul the steelwork when it is re-circulated. 

Agreement with the blast-cleaning contractor on the 

correct standard of finish is usually achieved by a mutually 

accepted standard of comparison. This is a piece of steel, at 

least 10 cm square and 6 m i thick that has been blast cleaned 

to the agreed standard and sealed with a suitable varnish. The 
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standard surface should be one that can be regularly 

achieved in practice and the    surfaces obtained should 

not be rougher than the standard.    It ia better for the 

surface to bo too smooth than too rough. Excessive roughness 

•eans that peaks say occur that will not be adequately 

covered with the paint or sprayed metal, atatad   in another 

way, the same amount of paint    will cover a larger area of 

smooth surface than of rough surface and will be uniformly 

thicker over a smooth surface than over a rough one. 

To prevent rusting,  3ome immediate trentment   must 

be given to blast-cleaned steel, either a metal coating 

or a préfabrication or pretreatsent primer.  If the 

prepared steel surface becomes rusty it   must be blast» 

cleaned again. 

Maintenance painting   aleo needs oareful inspection. 

All dirt»  salts, grease sind so on must be removed from the 

surface before painting starts.    If small areas are to be 

painted,  surrounding areae of g0O<* paint must not be too 

•uoh damaged by the surface preparation, and the new paint 

should overlap the edge of the old paint. 

Instruments. pajnffn« conditions 

Instruments required by the painting inspector for any 

type of painting will include a thermometer, a hygrometer, 

• thickness gauge for wet paint, and s thickness   tester 

for dry pnint or metal coatings. The hygrometer shows what 

is the reletive humidity of the air. At relative huaiditie* 

above 90 per cant with rising temperature (and above 85 par 

cent with falling temperature) painting should ba stepped. 
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Tfc# tarn« applies to painting at temperatures below 4°0 

(40 P). These temperatures and relative humidities 

•hould be discussed with the painting contractor so as to 

aake sure that he fully understands their meaning, and 

perhaps slightly modified if he states a good reason. 

Speeial care should be taken to watch the temperature and 

relative humidity after bleat cleaning because compressed 

«ir cools the steel and may cause dew to fall on it. 

There should of couree never be any painting out of 

doors during rain, mist or snow. Such conditions can 

*uin wet paint and correspond to relative humidities ©f 

100 per cent or sore. 

The electrical continuity testing of plastic 

coatings or non-oondueting paiut is briefly discussed 

In Plastics, p. 65. 
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9.     SOÜRCKS OF INFORMATION 

In hit ••«rob for information,  the maintenance engineer 

will find that the names of the trade associations art 

particularly worth knowing. They con usually flood the 

enquirer at  short notice   with many pago» of beautifully 

illustrated and well  produced material  that costs hnu no 

more than a postage &t..inip and vhe trouble of writing a 

polite,  preferably typewritten letter.    They exist  to 

promote the interests of their own trade and are therefore 

supported by the l.rge companies in it.  It is also worth 

remembering    that »although they must tell the truth »they 

are particularly liable to emphasize the advantages of 

their   own products and to say as little as possible of 

thair disadvantages.  In spite of this their publications 

ara extremely useful; the staff answer letters promptly 

and can be helpful in many other ways. 

Institutes or institutions, being learned societies, 

however,  are rather different. They ©re much less wealthy, 

being supported only by the subscriptions of the men and 

woven qualified to practise their   particular trade or 

profession.  Although sometimes understaffed, institutions 

usually hara information that is low in cost, high in 

quality and impartial. Every institution that has a stabla 

asístanos possesses its own monthly or at least   quarterly 

journal that reports matters of technical interest to ita 

•••bara. If a latter sent to an institution is not answers*, 

and thia »ay be because of shortage of staff, it is bast to 

urite again. The request for information should be re-writta» 

In a way that is easier for the institution to respond to, 

or that will bring the institution a small payment for 

a publication. 

•BB 
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ïiesearch associations are a type of organization that 

in perhaps peculiar to the United Kingdom. They exist 

like trade associations to help their own particular trade, 

but by research,   not      solely   by    publicity.        ¿hey also 

are supported by the subscriptions of their members but they 

receive Government support,  often as much as the sum subscribed 

by their members.  This noans that they must conform to certain 

Government expectations and in particular the information they 

publish has to be  of a high standard,  ¡¿one of  the bias possible 

to a trade association is approved of and their publications 

must be impartial.  One example is the    Corrosion Advice Bureau 

of blSiiA, the British steelmakers, which produces excellent 

publications,  many of them free.   Usually all information fro« 

a research association has  to bo paid for. 

The maintenance engineer who is starting from a point 

where he knows very little and has to acquire as much absolutely 

reliable technical knowledge in a short space of time, should 

approach his country's standards institution.  If hiß own 

country does not novo standards on the matter of inquiry he 

should investigate the standards  of other countries.  These 

foreign standards  are usually available for reading at the 

headquarters of local standards institutions and can sometimes 

be bought from them. 

A very largo number of products are involved in the 

•«niggle against corrosion:  corrosion-resisting steels,other 

corrosion-resisting   alloys or metals, metal-spraying or 

plating products,  hot-dipping, shot blasting, a very large 

number of paints,  primers,  undercoats, top coats and all their 

pigments, binders,  thinners,  corrosion inhibitors and 

passivatore,  quite apart from the building industry and 

•U its techniques of damp-proofing,  heating and ventilating 

and air conditioning that reduce the relative humidity of the 

air and its dust content and make it less corrosive. 
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In «08t count rit 3,  almost the only book that covers all 

these subjects    effectively is the standards yearbook, üometiraea 

in the smaller countries the field is covered the more conveniently 

because all the material  is referred to in one volume,     won if 

all the material is referred to in one book, however, the 

standards and codes concerner! mußt stili be read,  either in a 

reference library or ai'ter purchase. The author of  this report 

knows the UK best    and ha3 found that the yearbook of the British 

Standards institution (BSI) gives pointers to a very large oaount 

of sore or leas oo-ordinat«d information, almost all that a bet;inn«r to *n 

industrial subject Mods.     Th«ro is osrtaiuly a vaster 

quantity of diverse and uoeful information in the standards 

yearbooks of 1- rger countries but the information is not always 

oo conveniently summarised in one book. 

In case the previous paragraph should pive s wrong 

impreesion, it should be pointed out that the standard« yearbook 

•erely indicates which nr© the standards or codes  to be referred 

to and read on any particular subject.  Standardc p,onerally are 

accepted rules,  sometimes having the force of law, for the 

dimensions and quality of products, üimensiont    re ordinarily 

defined in one standard,  quality in another.    Codes of practice 

are recommendations for good practice.-   They do not hove the foret 

of law but they explain the background and sometimes give a 

list of article* to read on the subject, l'or example 

British Standard Code of Practice 2008:1966,*¡Totection of 

iron and steel structures from corrosion, gives a list of 

93 literature references, mainly in linglisn, but also in 

French, German and Russian. 

AS a matter of interest, in 1969 tho Bfll had .ore than 

5000 published standards, was undertaking   new work or revisions 
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•t the pato of 50ü standard« or codee a year and had acme 

2*00 projects in hand. 

Drafts are the early fona of    codes and standards before 

they have boon approvo* for publication. They ore therefore 

not orinted but Witten out  in typescript  and are then known 

•s   'Drafts for comment".   ïhe  process of receiving comments on 

the draft, discussine thorn  in the appropriate committees    and 

agreeing on the final to,-;  takes several  yecrs for most 

publications,   therefore there is „lvays «  lar^e „umbor  of 

documente in draft for:,,.  iy  t.otful inquiry  it  ls  necap.ior.slly 

posible to  obtain copies  of the draft  if any copies of it remain. 

Periodically,  when a draft  has reached  a certain staro,   it is 

reproduced in « limited number of copie, that are circulated 

to those interested, for  them to send in  their comments.  When 

a draft is re.-.dy for comment,  this is usual <v announced    in the 

monthly journal of the standards institution  that is producing 
it. 

The special importance of institutes or institutions, 

in the m at  least,  arises from the fsct that  every individual 

working in a specialist subject must ;ioin his specialist 

institution as a means of progress in his work. Therefore 

every important specialist bolones to the institution concerned 

and can bo found by writing to it. The literature of the 

institutions ia useful but their members can be even more so 

because accepted good practice does not find ita way into the 

literature for some years. 

Of the institutions listen below, a few publish journals 

that are solely concerned with corrosion prevention, as will be 

seen from their titles.    The others publish    matter of 

occasional interest to the maintenance engineer. 

*- —••'••-» •* • ••—^»•¿i 
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A. Saloctod scientific institutions 

Aaerican Iron and bteel Institute. 150 East 42nd Street, New York 17 

American Welding Society, 34$ East 47th Street, Hew York 17 

OïïàELCOR (Centre belge d'étude de la corrosion) Avenue Paul Heger, 
Grille 2, Lrusselß, iielgium 

Electrochemical Society, 50 East 42nd Street, t;ew York 

Institute of Metal Finishing, 176 Goswell Road, London EC1 

Institute of I »étais, 17 Belpyave Square, London SW1 

Institution of Chemical Engineers, 16 Lelgravo Square, London SW1 

Institution of Civil Engineers, Great George Street, London SW1 

Institution of Corrosion Technology, 14 ßelgrave sauare, London SW1 

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Birdcage Walk, London SW1 

Institution of Structural Engineers, Upper Belgrave Street, London^ 

Institution of Water Engineers, 11 Pall Mall, London 3W1 

Iron and Steel Institute, 4 Grosvenor Gardons, London SW1 

Kttal Finishing Association, Saint Dunstan's House, Oarey Lane, 
London SW" 

National Association of Corrosion Engineers, 2400 West Loop South, 
Houston, Texas 77027 UL»A 

Oil and Colour Chemists• Asnociation, Wax Chandlerr.' Hall» 
3resham Streat, London EU2 

Royal Institute of Chemistry, JO Huasell Square, London W01 

Society of Chemical Industry, 14 iielßrave »Square, London SU1 

Steel Structures Painting Council, 4400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh^ 

Stanford Raaoaroh Institut«, ¡lanío lark, California 94025 USA 
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B. Selected        research associations 

British Welding Research Association, Abington Hall, near Cambridge 
i&gland 

Building Research Station, near Wt.tford, Herts,  England 

Corrosion Advice Bureau, British Iron and steel Research Association 
140 Battersea Pork Road, London SW11 

Forest Products Research Laboratory, Princes Risborough, bucks, 
England 

Rubber and Plastics Research Association, Shawbury, Shrewsbury, 
Shropshire, iCngland 

Water Research Station, ïerry Lane,  wedmenham,  near barlow, Lucks 
England 

0. Selected      it and arda organizations and other national bodies 

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), 19I6 Race Street, 
Philadelphia,   Pa,  USA 

British Standards Institution, 2 Park Street Mayfair, London W1 

Comité européen des associations do fabricants de peintures et 
d'encres d'imprimerie,  42 avenue Marceau, Paris 8°France 

U.S.National Bureau of Standards,   3I8 Washington I)C, 26234 USA 

U.S.Atonic Energy Commission, Washington u.c.    20545 USA 

U.8.Bureau of Mines,  «c- between 18th and 19th ¿Street KW, 
Washington D.C. 20545    USA 

Wie publications of U.S.Government organizations can generally 

be obtained from the US Government Printing Office, Washington 

DC,20402 USA.    The U.S.National Bureau of Standards publishes 

three monthly Journals and is the main agency of the US Government 

for basic and anplied research in physics, chemistry, mathematics 

and engineering.    It is therefore unlike the standards organisations 

of most countries,  which usually do very little research. The 

USA Standards Institute (before 1966 known as the American 
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Standard! Association) publishes nothing itself and doss not 

itself initiate or write standards. The ASTH is probably 

the aost interesting of these three organizations to the 

Maintenance engineer. 

D. gomo  1-..UW cu-...sìiation3 and commercial 
research stations 

Aluniniua Fédération. 60 Cal thorp« Road, Fivo Ways, Biraingnaa   15, 
England 

Copper Development Association, .55 South Audley Street, London W1 

GKN Fasteners Corrosion Laboratory,  Birmingham, England 

Tin Research Institute, Fraser Road, Greenford, Middlesex, England 

Zino Development Association, 34 Berkeley Square, London W1 

E.Books on corrosion prévention 

Anti-corrosion »anual, 1964, Scientific Surveys Ltd, 11» Gloucester 
Road, London Slrf7 

Corrosion, by L.L.8hre?~ "9«?, T- mn, Lordon, 2 volunes 

Finishing Handbook and Directory, annually, Sawell Publication« Ltd, B 4 Ludgate Circus, London BC4 

II..1 « «.int««,.. *föSS"fc».c. «atSîfLS^Sffiril 

1966, British Standards Institution, London 

Painting of Buildings, BSCP 251:1966, British Standards Istituti©*, 
o 

Protection of Iron and steel structures froa corrosion, BSCP2006*196i 
British Standards Instittion, London 
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*. Periodicals concomed wltf| ?Q¡ 

Anti-corroeion Methods and materials, monthly, Bawell Publications 
Ltd, 4 Ludíate Circus, London EC4 

British Corrosion Journal, Institution of Corrosion kngine»rs, 
14 Boxtet..-. c u^^.., London tVy/1 

Corrosion, national Associ.tion of Corrocion Lnginwers. 2400 West 
Loop South, Houston Texan, 77027 USA 

Corrosion Prävention aid Control, monthly, Scientific Surveys Ltd, 
11a Gloucester Road, London 3W7 

Materials Protection, national Association of Corrosion Engineer«, 
2400 West Loop South, Houston Texas 7702? USA 

Product Finishing, monthly, Sawell Publications Ltd, 4 Ludgate Circuì 
London EC4 

A nuaber of other Journals have useful articles fro« tine to 

time including: Chemistry .mi Industry, Chemical Processing, 

Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Materials and Methods, 

Metal Industries, Rovue Lètaliique, tíhcet ¡letal Industry. The 

regular or occasional publications of the bodies listed under 

A,Bf0 and D above are alr.o mort "nterestinc. 
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